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Preface  
The  lUFRO working  party  Computers  in Forest  Research has had annual workshops  in the  
North  America since 1986. These sessions  have been  a lively  forum for exchange  of  ideas 
and  reports of  ongoing  work.  In  Europe,  the working  party  has  been less  active.  The first  
European  workshop  was  held in 1989. 
This volume reports  theachievements at  the second  workshop  that took  place  at  the Univer  
sity of  Joensuu, Finland,  on  February  14th,  1991. Eleven  papers  were  presented  during  one 
day.  These summarize  current  activites in the research  of the use  of  computers in  the  solv  
ing  problems  in  forestry and  forest  research.  Emphasis  is  in various methods from the field 
of artificial intelligence.  Neural networks  seem to  especially  promising in  the building  of 
predictive  models. Another trend  present  in the  papers  is  integrated  systems.  Forestry  prob  
lems  are  so  multifaceted that they  normally  require  various approaches  such  as  expert  sys  
tems,  databases, GIS, and mathematical programming  to be combined. Modern object  
oriented tools let scientists  do that not  easily, but  nevertheless with solid modules and 
user  intefaces. 
Prior  to the workshop  on February  4-13,  a  graduate  teaching course  about these integration  
themes with the title Information systems  in forest  management planning  was  held at the 
Mekrijärvi  Research  Station  of  the  University  of Joensuu. The first  five  papers in these pro  
ceedings  were  compiled  during that  course.  All the papers in  this  volume represent ongoing  
work.  Indeed,  in this science  of making  computer applications  to  solve forestry  problems  
projects  rarely  become finished, since  products  and  results  evolve  during work.  A computer 
application  is a  moving  target: when you begin,  you  cannot  predict  what the final  product 
will  be,  since many external factors like user  input  and rapid development  of technology  
affect the results.  Because of  this,  reporting  ongoing  work  is  important part  of  the process.  
The  workshop  remained entirely  Scandinavian,  although  we tried to  attract participants  
from all  over  Europe.  In  future, the working  party  has  to  develop  a  more  comprehensive  
mailing  list  of active participants  in Europe.  Judging  from the current  activies,  the topics  
that will dominate in next  workshops  are connected to object-oriented  modeling.  
The course was  attended by 24 participants  and 4 teachers. It was  sponsored  by  the Nordic 
Council of Ministers. Professor Rihko Haarlaa and professor  Simo Poso of the University  
of Helsinki handled the financing.  The teachers were  Dr.  Peter Kourtz,  Canadian Forestry  
Service,  Petawawa, Ontario; Dr.  Dougals  K. Loh,  Range  Science Department,  Texas  A&M 
University;  Ms.  Tuula Nuutinen, Department  of  Geography,  University  of  Edinburgh,  Scot  
land;  and the undersigned.  Practical matters  were  handled by Mr. Jari Jämsä, Mr. Teijo  Pal  
ander, and the staff at Mekrijärvi. Course was also supported  by Viltec Oy and 
Scandinavian Softline Technology  Oy.  My sincerest  thanks go to  all  that made the course  
and the workshop  to happen.  
Helsinki,  March 20, 1991 
Hannu Saarenmaa 
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Estimating  inoptimality losses  in  harvesting  decisions  
using  neural  networks  
Tomas  Lämäs,  Göran  Stähl  and Tomas Thuresson  
Swedish University  of  Agricultural  Sciences  
Department  of Biometry  and Forest  Management  Planning  
Umeä,  Sweden  
Abstract 
In  this  paper, the problem  of assigning  priorities  to different harvesting  treatments, to  all  
the compartments  in a  forest holding,  is  addressed in  a  new  way  by  using  neural computing.  
One  of the traditional ways  of  performing  forestry  planning  is  to make a strategic  plan  
based on a sample  of  the compartments in a  forest. These  sample compartments are  inven  
toried by  using  a very accurate objective method. In the strategic  plan  total cutting  levels  
for different time periods  are  decided. The problem  then is  to decide optimal  treatments  for 
all the compartments in the  forest. Because of high  costs for objective  inventory  methods, 
ocular methods are used  when  data are  collected from  all  the compartments. 
The results  from the strategic plan  should then be transferred to the operational  short-term 
planning.  This is  traditionally  done by regression  analysis,  where  stand data are  predictor  
variables and the inoptimality loss  for a  certain treatment  the predicted  variable. An inop  
timality loss  is  the loss  incurred  if a  compartment is  treated at the wrong time or  by  the 
wrong  method. The losses  are  expressed  in  net  present  values.  
In this  study,  neural computing  was  used instead of  regression  analysis  for the prediction  
of inoptimality  losses.  Neural computing is  considered to be one  branch of artificial intel  
ligence.  The  results  show that neural computing  in this case  performed  slightly  better than 
regression  analysis.  The study,  however, is  very restricted  and should be looked upon as  a 
pilot  study.  
1. Introduction  
1.1 Background  
An important matter in forestry  is  the choice of treatment  for each forestry  compartment. 
The questions  are when, how and where to carry  out  different silvicultural and harvesting  
treatments.  
In  this  paper, we  will study  a  question  concerning  the choice  and  timing  of harvesting  treat  
ments.  Large values can be saved if this is done correct.  
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The planning  concept  used here is  described before the details of  the problem  are presented.  
In  summary, forestry  planning  can  be  divided into strategic  planning  and  operational  plan  
ning.  In the strategic  planning,  we  are  interested in identifying  the over-all  forestry alterna  
tives.  Important  factors  considered are  total cutting  volumes in different time  periods,  total 
net  incomes in different periods,  etc. To  perform  strategic  planning  it  is  not  necessary  to  use  
data from all  the compartments  in  a  forest  holding.  A sample  is  quite  sufficient,  and  is  most  
often used. Data  from objective  inventory  methods are  reliable,  but  expensive  to  collect. In 
our problem, strategic  planning  is  based on a sample  of  compartments. 
In operational  short-term planning,  on the other hand,  the problem  is  to assign  the correct  
treatment  to all  compartments in a  forest.  To  accomplish  this,  data is needed from all the 
compartments. Most commonly,  subjective  inventory  methods are  used when stand data 
from the whole forest are  required.  Objective  methods are  too  expensive  to use.  Subjective 
data,  however, are  often  subject  to  large  errors  (e.g.  the systematic  error  is often  large).  This 
is  one of  the reasons  why  subjective  data are  not  used in the strategic  planning.  
In the concept  of  planning  used in this  paper, the results  from the strategic  planning  are  used 
to provide  guidelines  for the operational  planning.  The  traditional way  of doing  this is  to 
make regression  functions that predict  inoptimality  losses  (Jacobsson,  1986)  for different 
treatments for all compartments. These functions are  based on data from the sample  com  
partments.  Predictor variables  are  the subjectively  collected stand data that are available for 
all compartments. 
An  inoptimality  loss  is  the loss  incurred  if a  compartment is  treated at  the wrong time or  by  
the wrong treatment  (e.g.  clear cutting  instead of thinning). The inoptimality  losses  are 
expressed  as losses in net  present  value. If  a  compartment is  treated optimally  the inopti  
mality loss  will be zero. 
Inoptimality  losses are  used in order to  determine a compartment's  priority for different 
treatments.  The total harvesting  levels  (volume,  net  income,  etc)  are  set  in the strategic  
plan.  
1.2 Aim of the  study  
The aim of this  study  is  to  compare  two  different methods  of  predicting  inoptimality  losses  
for compartments that are not  included in the sample.  The traditional regression  approach  
provides  the basis  for this comparison.  The regression  results  are then compared  with the 
results  obtained by  using neural computing  (Anon,  1990). 
2.  Methods and data 
Two different methods  of predicting  inoptimality  losses  have been used. The first  one is 
regression  analysis  and the second is  neural computing.  
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2.1 Regression  functions 
Regression  functions,  predicting inoptimality  losses  for thinning,  clear cutting  and no treat  
ment, have been made. The functions have been constructed by using multiple  linear 
regression  analysis.  A major problem  when constructing  these functions is the  difficulty  of 
finding  a  realistic  model as a  basis  for the regression.  This makes the construction of  func  
tions very hazardous. Very often a lot of  different models  are  tested. Then,  the model that 
provides  the best  fit is  selected. By  selecting  regression  models in this way,  there is a  sig  
nificant risk  that a  model that happens  to  suit  only the existing  data  well is chosen. When 
the function is  used  for prediction,  large  errors  in the choice and timing of  treatments  can 
result.  
In this study,  regression  functions were  determined without any  particular  model as  a  basis. 
Stand data  and some transformations of stand data were  used in MINITAB's BREG (best  
regression)  command. By  using  this  command, MINITAB finds functions that provides  the 
best fit to  existing  data  (the  fit is measured as  adjusted  R-square).  The  best  function  for all 
possible  numbers of prediction  variables is  presented
1
 (Table  1).  We  then chose  the  funtion 
that had the largest R-square  value. The only  model type tested was  the simple  additive  
model,  that can  be described as:  
Table 1.  Regression  functions for  predictions  of  inoptimality  losses  (IL),  (SEK/ha).  
Volume is expressed  in cubicmetres/ha,  site index  in metres,  and diame  
ter in millimetres.  The  coefficients  are presented  as  well  as  the residual 
errors  of  the functions. 
1. MINITAB  provides  some  results  as  decimal  numbers,  and  some as  integers  with  
out  any  decimals. 
y=Po  + Pl x l  +P2X2  +  -  
Regression  coefficients  
Variables IL-thinn. IL-clear cut IL-no treatment 
Constant 0 19923 -3443 
Age  -41.5 0 0 
Vol. pine  64.2 184 27.5 
Vol.  spruce 24.5 0 0 
Vol. hardwoods 0 -  53.8 11.7 
Site  index  0 2887 128 
Diameter 0 -  287 0 
Tot vol/diameter -  1115 -  16296 0 
Residual error 2019 5520 1058 
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The fit of  the regression  functions are rather poor, which is  expressed  by  high  residual 
errors.  One  reason  to this is that sample  compartments  of all  ages  have been used for  the 
calculation of  each function. Usually,  only  old  compartments are  used when the IL-function 
for  clear cutting  is  constructed. Also,  when the IL-function for thinning  is  constructed,  only  
middle- aged compartments are  used. In this case,  however, our  material was  very limited. 
Therefore,  the functions were  made without selecting  a  specific  subset  of  the sample com  
partments.  
2.2 Neural computing  
The other method used,  for prediction of inoptimality  losses  for different treatments, was  
neural computing  (Anon,  1990). 
Neural computing  is  often referred to  as  a  kind of artificial intelligence.  The basic  idea  of 
neural computing  is  to  imitate the way  the human brain is  thought  to  work. 
Many  theories of human intelligence  are  described by  Minsky  (1985).  One theory  is  the 
knowledge-lines  (K-lines) concept  for learning  and  storing  knowledge.  In this theory the 
brain  is supposed  to consist of  a  many "unintelligent  agents",  that cooperate in a way  that 
makes the system  of agents intelligent.  The brain is  described as  a lot of "agents",  con  
nected to  each other in a  network. The learning  process  is  then a  "flow of data" through  the 
network.  Knowledge  is  described as  a  very  specific  flow of  data from one  agent to  another. 
In  the human brain  the agents could be the neurons  in the nervous  cells and the network 
between them would then be the axons.  
Neural  computing  imitates  this  pattern.  In a  typical  neural network  computing  system,  data 
are entered at the "input  level". Then, data  pass  through "hidden layers"  of  "processing  
elements" (the "agents"  above)  that are  connected to  each  other  in  certain ways,  according  
to  the kind  of network  used. The specific  network used in this  study  is  called a  "back-prop  
agation  network",  (Anon,  1990). The discriptions  of neural networks  that follow apply  to 
this kind of network. 
Figure  1. Outlines  of  a  back-propagation  neural network.  The  number of  process  
ing  elements in each layer  might vary  as well  as  the number of  hidden layers  
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Figure  2 illustrates  the details  within a single  processing  element 
Each input  processing  element corresponds  to a specific  input variable. Each processing  
element,  including  the input  elements,  are  connected by  arcs  to  all the processing  elements 
in the layer  above. This structure  continues until the last  layer,  which is  the output layer  (see  
fig.  1). The processing  elements of the output layer  correspond  to output factors. Unlike 
regression,  there can be many such  outputs. 
Along  each arc  in the network, there  is  a  weighting  factor.  Processing  proceeds  through  the 
input  level, to  the hidden levels  and  finally  to  the output level. As a  value passes  through  
each arc  joining  two processing  elements, it  is  modified by  the weighting factor associated 
with the arc.  Within a specific processing  element, the weighted  values being  received from 
each arc  into that processing  element are  summed (see  fig.  2).  This sum is  further modified 
by  a nonlinear transfer function and the result  is  then forwarded along  the outgoing  arcs.  
The knowledge  that the neural network contains is  encoded  in  the many weights.  The val  
ues  of  the weights  are  determined by  an  iterative process  involving  paired  input  and  output 
sets. These input/output  sets  are  supplied  by  the user  and correspond  to  data sets  similar to 
those used in regression  analysis.  
The process  of defining  the weights (called training  or  learning)  begins  by  assigning  a  ran  
dom number, usually  between zero and one,  to each  of  the weights.  For  a  specific  iteration 
a set  of input  values is  presented  to the input  processing  elements.  The  values are  then prop  
agated  through  the network,  being  modified by the weights,  summation process and  trans  
fer functions. After the final transformation associated with each output processing  
element, the results  are  compared  to the output values corresponding  to the input  set.  
The difference between the  network's  predicted  output and  the  observed  output of  the train  
ing  set is called the error.  With each iteration,  this error  is redistributed back  to each 
processing  element in a  manner that credits  the specific  processing  element with its  share 
of the responsibility  for the total error. Gradient calculus  methods  are  used to  propagate this 
error  backward through  the  network to each processing  element.  The weight  of  each arc  is 
then adjusted  in proportion  to this error. The rate  of this adjustment  is  under control of the  
user.  By  trial and error adjustment  of this  rate, the network can be made to converge  toward  
very  small errors.  
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The adjustment  of  the weights  is  by  very small increments. Only through  an iterative proc  
ess  are  the  weights modified in a  way  that brings  the predicted  values near  to  the observed 
values. In order to  achieve a  large number of iterations,  the original training  set  of  input/  
output pairs  is  randomly  sampled  many times. This process  is  repeated  often several hun  
dered thousand times in order  to  achieve convergence. 
Compared  to regression  functions,  neural computing is  said to be less  susceptible  to  miss  
ing  data  or  outliers,  that often lead  to prediction  errors  in regression  analysis  (Anon,  1990).  
2.3 Description  of the study's  network 
In this  study,  a  back-propagation  network consisting  of two hidden layers was  used. The 
input layer  had 6  elements into which stand data  were  fed. The stand data used were  volume 
(/ha)  of pine,  spruce and hardwoods respectively,  age, site index,  and diameter. The  first 
hidden layer  consisted of 10 processing  elements  and  the  second of  6 elements. The output 
layer  had 3 elements;  the inoptimality  losses  associated with  thinning,  clear cutting  and  no 
treatment.  The original  inoptimality losses were modified  by  rescaling  to a smaller range 
which seemed to improve  the results.  
As  the network was  constructed it  was  set  to  run  through the training  data  30 000 times. 
2.4 Training  and test  data 
Data sets  were  used from a  sample of compartments taken from a forest holding  in the 
county  of  Smäland in  Sweden. Out of approxamitely  400 compartments, 56 compartments 
were  inventoried by  an objective circular plot  method. For  various  reasons  only  35 of  these 
compartments could be used in this study.  For every sample  compartment inoptimality  
losses  for thinning, clear cutting  and no treatment  were  calculated. This was  done by  using 
the Forest  Management  Planning  Package  (Jacobsson  et ai,  1987).  The interest rate  used 
was 2.5 %. 
The inoptimality  losses  are treated as true,  even if they  may contain some random errors.  
The data were  divided into two parts.  One  part  (20  compartments)  was  used to  train the neu  
ral network and to build the regression  functions. The  other part  (15  compartments)  was 
used to  evaluate  the results.  For  these 15 compartments, predictions  of  inoptimality losses  
were  carried  out by  using  both the "trained" neural  net  and  the regression  functions. The 
predictions were  then compared  to the true  inoptimality losses.  
At the end of  the neural network training  process,  using  the training  data, the weights  in the 
network structure  are stored in a way  that can easily  be reconstructed. Each input/output  
pair from the test set is  then put through  this network where the identical processes  of 
weighting,  summing  and transforming are  carried out  once.  This parallels  the process of 
using  a  regression  equation. The result is an output set  that can be compared  to  the output 
of the original  input/output  pair  of the test  data set. . 
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Table 2. Deviations  between true inoptimality  losses  an  inoptimality  losses  pre  
dicted  by  using  regression  functions and neural computing.  The  results  
are  expressed  as root  mean  square errors  (RMSE).  The unit  of  the values  
is  SEK/ha. 
3.  Results  and discussion  
In Table 2„  the results  are  presented  as  the root  mean  square error (RMSE)  of  the deviations 
between predicted  values and true values.  
The results show that neural computing  seems to  have  performed slightly  better than 
regression  analysis.  The prediction  capability,  however, seems  to  be  rather limited for  both 
methods on this particular  data  set. The root  mean  square errors  are quite large.  
These results  should  not  be taken as  general.  The study  is  very restricted and should be 
regarded  as  a  pilot  study.  
An interesting  comparison  is  to  study  the residual errors  from the regression  analysis  (Table  
1) and the RMSE's  presented  in Table 2. The residual errors  from the regression  analysis  
are  considerably  lower then the RMSE's  in Table 2. This shows the problem  of making  
regression  functions without a  sound  model as  a  basis. 
The same comments can  be made for neural  computing.  The predictions  on  training  data 
worked incredibly  well. For  prediction  purposes  the results  were  poorer. The alternatives 
provided  by  the software to  adjust  the network to  perform  in different ways  were,  however, 
not  used to the full extent  in this study.  Another  matter  related to  the performance  of the 
neural network is the number of training  iterations used. In our  study  30 000 iterations were 
used, while professional  users  seldom use  less  than several hundered thousand iterations. 
In conclusion, it appears  that  neural networks could be very useful for various  tasks  con  
cerning  forest management planning,  as  well as  in other forestry applications.  This is espe  
cially  the case  when no model to describe a system  is  evident. 
In these cases,  however, it is  important  to evaluate  the prediction  results carefully.  The 
approach  used here to  divide the material into two  parts  (one  for training  and one for test  
ing),  is  a  very  simple  way  of evaluating  the result. A more efficient  way  would be to use  
Treatment Prediction  results  (RMSE) 
Regression  Neural computing  
No treatment 1533 702 
Thinning 2741 2463 
Clear  cutting  11030 7304 
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cross-validation. Then,  a larger  part  of the data would take an active part as  training  data 
for the neural network. When cross-validation  is  used, data is  processed  through  the same 
model many consecutive times. Each time one  or  more observations  are  left out  and used  
to  test  the predicting capabilities.  This procedure  would lead to more  accurate  evaluations 
of the results. 
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Abstract  
In  this  study  Neural Networks were  compared  to  regression  analysis  techniques  for estima  
tion of  forest  stand characteristics  based on satellite remote  sensing  and field inventory  
data, both at  sample  plot  and forest  stand  level.  The performance  of the two methods  was  
evaluated using  the coefficients of  correlation between  observed and predicted  values. The 
respective  performances  were  found to  be similar although  the estimates derived using  the 
Neural Network  models were  slightly  less  precise.  
1. Introduction  
Modern forest management requires  accurate  and up to date information on the forest 
resources.  Inventory  methods based on satellite remote  sensing  exploits  the relationships  
between field measurements  of  forest  variables and  spectral  signatures  in satellite imagery  
for prediction  of forest characteristics. The technique may be used for both  standwise 
inventory  (Hagner 1990) and larger  scale inventories such as  national forest inventories 
(Tomppo  1990). 
Neural networks are human attempts  to simulate and understand what  goes on in nervous  
systems,  with the hope  of  capturing  some of  the power of  these biological  systems.  Neural 
networks are  built of  neurons  and are  usually  arranged  in layers. The neurons  in a  layer  are 
connected to  many other neurons  in other layers.  The total input each neuron receives  is 
processed  and sent to the neurons  in the next layer.  Artificial  neural networks are  trained in  
an iterative process  where weights  are  assigned  to each  inter-neuron connection. Several  
different strategies  may be used in the training  process (Neural  Ware 1990).  
The  scope of this study  was  to assess  the possibilities  of  using Neural Networks  instead of 
regression  analysis  techniques  for estimation of  forest stand characteristics based  on satel  
lite  remote  sensing  and field inventory  data. 
2.  Material 
2.1 Data 
Two  separate data sets  were  used. The first  set  consisted of  field measurements  on 226 per  
manent  national forest inventory  (NFI)  sample  plots  from the Northen parts  of  Sweden  and 
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corresponding  radiance data acquired  with  the LANDSAT  TM sensor  (date  of  acq.  21-06- 
1989).  175 of  the  plots  were  used for  model calulations and  the  remaining  50  for  evaluation. 
The following  variables were  registered  on each plot: 
-stem volume per hectare 
-mean age 
-site index 
-tree  species  composition  
-LANDS  AT TM pixel  values  (bands  1-5 and 7) 
The second data set  consisted of stand variables for 80  reference stands.  Three estimates of 
each  variable were  derived using  separate  methods;  1) subjective  field inventory  (15  min  
utes  /  stand)  2)  regression  estimates  using  Landsat TM radiance counts.  3) sample  plot sur  
vey  (20  circular sample  plots/stand).  The data was  split  into two  parts,  one used for 
modeling  and one for evaluation. The variables registered were:  
-  stem volume per  hectare 
- mean age 
- mean diameter 
-  tree  species  composition  
-  site index (subjective  field inventory  only) 
- surveyor  
2.2 Software 
A Neural Network  Software package  called 
"
 Neural Works  Professional 11/ PLUS" running  
on a SUN  SPARC/IPC workstation was  used  (Neural  Ware  Inc. 1990)  for the  analysis.  
3.  Methods 
Estimates derived by  neural network and regression  analysis  were  compared  using  the coef  
ficient of  correlation for observed and predicted  values of stand variables. 
3.1  Regression  analysis  
Twelve multiple  linear  regression  models were  used for estimation of  stand characteristics,  
six  for each data set. 
3.2 Neural Network 
The  two  network models tested (figure  1 and 2)  were  of so  called "back-propagation"  type 
(Rummelhart  1986).  The hyperbolic tangent function was  used as transfer function  in  each 
processing  element (NeuralWare, lnc 1990). 
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Figure  1. The Neural  Network  model used for  plotwise  estimation  of  forest charac  
teristics.  The six  nodes in  the  input layer correspond  to Landsat-TM (bands  
1-5 and 6).  The network  has  two hidden layers  with 5  and 4 nodes respec  
tively.  The  6  output  nodes correspond  to estimates of plot  variables (volume,  
ha,  mean  age, site index, %pine,  %spruce  and %broadleaves).  
Figure  2.  The  Neural Network  model used for  standwise estimation of  stand char  
acteristics.  15 nodes  in the  input  layer  correspond  to field  inventory  esti  
mates  and regression  estimates based  on  Landsat-TM radiance values. The 
hidden layer  contains 10 nodes  connected to 6 nodes in the output  layer,  cor  
responding  to output  estimates  of  stand variables. 
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4.  Results  
The coefficents of correlation between obeserved and predicted  values  for various variables 
derived with neural network and regression  models are shown in tables 1 and 2.  The statis  
tics  were calculated for independant  data sets  not  used for the  construction of prediction  
models. 
Table 1. Coefficients  of correlation between measured sample  plot  variables and 
predicted  values  based on  Landsat radiance data using  one  neural net  
work  model or six  multiple  linear regression  models.  The  number of  train  
ing  and test  samples  were 176 and 50  respectively.  
Table 2.  Coefficients of  correlation  calculated for  obseved and predicted  values  of  
stand variables using  Neural network and multiple  linear regression  mod  
els.  The data used for estimation consisted of  subjective  field inventory  
and satellite remote sensing  data. The  correlation statistics  are based  on  
40  independent  reference stands.  
Plot 
variables 
Coefficient  of  correlation (r) 
Neural Networks Regression  
Stem volume/ha 0.58 0.60 
Mean age  0.56 0.53 
Site  index 0.13 0.11  
Prop,  pine  0.60 0.63 
Prop,  spruce 0.54 0.67 
Prop,  hardwoods 0.72 0.72 
Stand 
ariables 
Coefficient  of  correlation (r)  
Neural Networks  Regression  
Stem volume/ha 0.83 0.87 
Mean age 0.57 0.68 
Mean diameter 0.81 0.90 
Prop, pine 0.91 0.94 
Prop, spruce 0.92  0.94 
Prop, hardwoods 0.71 0.84 
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5.  Discussion  
The results indicate that the Neural Networks technique  is an interesting  alternative to  
regression  analysis  for estimation of stand characteristics using satellite remote  sensing. 
The method seems to  be very  flexible,  offering  a magnitude of  variation opportunities  e.g. 
network design,  learning  strategies,  error  propagation  methods, scaling,  and others.  
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Abstract  
Moose damage  in  forest plantations  is  mainly function of plantation  characteristics,  sur  
rounding  stands and  vicinity  of culture  areas  and roads. This study  was  concentrated to 
model the browsing  intensity  depending  on tree  species  growing  on  the plantation.  The 
model was  built by  using  neural networks. The densities of 8  common tree  species  on a 
plantation  were given as  input  data,  and  the output data produced  by  the model were  the 
numbers of browsed pines  and birch/hectar.  The model was  built and trained by  using  data 
collected from 125 plantations.  Data from 124 plantations  were used to test the model. 
Results  of this  preliminary  study  was  that neural networks model was  able to make  predic  
tions better or  at least equal  to  those given  by  linear regression  models. Neural networks 
was seen as  promising tool to  model this kind  of  complex  system  otherwise difficult to  han  
dle. 
1. Introduction  
Neural networks are human attempts  to  simulate and understand what goes on in  nervous  
systems. When developing  neural network solutions to  problems,  neither the knowledge  
nor  the explicit  rules for processing  the knowledge  are  coded by the  programmer. Neural 
networks,  in contrast  to being  programmed,  are  trained. It learns the rules for processing  
the knowledge.  This is  done by  adjusting  the weight  values in a  highly  connected network 
based on the example  data. Neural networks can be thought  as a  very general  model that is 
parametrized  by  the adjustable  weights (see  e.g. Rumelhart &  McClelland 1986,  Anderson 
& Rosenfeld 1988).  
The basic  unit in  an artificial neural networks  is  referred  as  a  "prosessing  element", PE (Fig. 
1). It is  analogous  to the biological  neuron cell. A processing  element has many input  paths  
(dendrites)  and combines the values of input  paths  usually  by  a simple  summation. The 
result is  an internal activity  level for the processing  element. The combined input  is  then  
modified by  a transfer function and is  sent  via output paths  (axon)  to  other processing  ele  
ments.  Data is  processed  in numerical form  in  the network. Every processing  element give  
certain weight  to  the data according  to the transfer function. 
1. Finnish  Forest  Research  Institute, Department of  Mathematics, Unioninkatu  40  A,  00170 Hel  
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Figure  1. Schematic  presentation  of  the neural network model used in the analysis  
A neural network consist  of many processing  elements,  which have many connections to 
each others and are  organized  into groups called layers  or  buffers. Two of the layers  have  
connections to the outside world. The  data  is presented to  the network in an input  buffer 
and the response to a  given  input  is  holded in an output buffer.  Between these layers there 
are  usually from one  to three hidden layers.  
The aim of this study  was  to  model the browsing  intensity  of  moose  on pine  and  birch using 
neural networks. The major interest was  to  make  some preliminary  evaluations  of  the appli  
cability  of neural networks in this kind of  problems.  
2.  Material and methods 
Data used in this analysis  was  collected from  three  forestry  planning  areas  in southwestern 
Finnish Lapland.  Total of 249 randomly  selected plantations were measured. Number of 
trees/hectare and number of browsed trees/hectare in each plantation  was  calculated for 8 
tree  species  or  families (pine,birch,  aspen, rowan,  Salix  spp.,  juniper  and Caprea  spp.).  For 
building  and training the neural network models data from 125  randomly  selected planta  
tions were  used. Data from  124 plantations  were  used to test model. For building  the model 
also  with classified data, we then classified both datasets in 11 classes  (cutpoints;  250, 500, 
750, 1000, 1250, 1500, 2000, 3000, 5000, 10000, 30000). 
For  training  the neural network  model we used back  propagation  method (Rumelhart  &  al. 
1988). Back-propagation  is  a  technique  for  solving  the "credit assignment"  problem.  This 
means a way  to  determine the processing  element or inter-connections that should be 
adjusted  in case of  error.  Back-propagation  solves  this by  assuming  that all processing  ele  
ments and connection elements are somewhat to blame for an erroneous  response. Respon  
sibility for the error is affixed by  propagating the output error  backward through the 
connections to the previous  layer.  This propagation  is repeated  until the input  layer  is 
reached. 
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For  both classified and  unclassified data the input  level consisted of  8  processing  elements 
(number  of  trees/hectare or density  classes  for 8  species)  and the output level of  2 (number 
of browsed  trees/hectare or  browsing  density  classes  for pine  and birch).  The  best  neural 
network model was  achieved with one hidden layer  and  two processing  elements  in it.  
Models were  trained with 15000-100000 random samples.  R
2
 of the  difference of  the  input 
and output values were  used as  a  measure  when adjusting  the model to input  data. Models 
giving  the  highest  R
2
 values were  used  (0.74  for classified and  0.57  for  unclassified data). 
Models were  then  tested  against  independent  data  sets  and  R
2
 values  were  used  as a  com  
parison.  Linear regression  models were  calculated for both classified and unclassified data 
sets.  Models were  calculated separately  for number of  browsed pine  and  birch/hectare.  
3.  Results  and discussion  
For  the unclassified data the neural network model could explain  52% of the variation and 
for the classified  data 72.8% .  When tested against  independent  data  sets  fitness of  models 
were  37% and 77.8% respectively.  Linear regression  models could explain  25% for unclas  
sified  pine  browsing  data  and 27% for classified data. When using  browsing  of birch as  a 
dependent  variable linear regression  model could explain  56% for unclassified and 39%  for 
classified data. 
When modelling the foraging  patterns of moose on heterogeneous  food resources  several 
approaches  has  been used. Belovsky  (1978)  presented  an  optimal  foraging theory.  Accord  
ing to  optimal  foraging  theory  animals tend to  intake food plants  in  relation to  their digest  
ibility and  nutrient value. This means  that  diet is  fitted to available  food resources  such  that 
animals always  prefer  'best' food plants  available. Resent  studies  of  vertebrate foraging  
patterns suggest that a  mechanistic functional model for such systems  must account  for the 
response  with respect  to  both  plant  attack  rate  and the biomass consumption  rate  (see  f.ex. 
Lundberg  and  Danell 1990,  Äström 1990).  Löyttyniemi  &  Piisilä (1983)  showed that 
moose  damage  in pine  plantations  was  a  function of  plantation  characteristics,  surrounding  
stands  and  vicinity  of  culture  areas  and  roads.  However,  they  could explain  only about 30% 
of the  variation of  the damage.  
Figure  2.  Estimating  the  risk  of moose  damage  with neural networks  as  a  part  of  
forestry  planning  process. 
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Theories  and studies  like above provide  valuable information about behaviour of  herbiv  
ores  like moose,  but  are  difficult  to  use  as  such  in integrated  pest  management. There are  at 
least  two reasons  for this. Associations between variables are  nonlinear and discrete. Sec  
ondly,  theories like functional response  theory  or optimal  foraging  theory  do not  take into 
account  other variables possibly  affecting  the behaviour of pest  or  variables used in  forest 
planning.  
Neural network  model can be used as  a part  of forest planning  system.  Satellite imagery  
data of a  certain area  can be put in a  GIS-system.  Stand boundaries created by GIS-system  
routines or stand boundaries from forest planning  maps are added to  the image.  If we  
assume  moose damage  risk  as a  function of plantation  characteristics and spatial  data  like 
characteristics  of  a  surrounding  stands,  this data could be used as  a  characteristics of  a  cer  
tain plantation.  Neural network model could then be build upon this data, assuming  that 
moose  damage  data  of  same plantations  is  also known.  In  a  planning  stage  imagery  data  
and forestry  planning  data are  combined in the same manner and analysed  with  neural net  
work  model (Fig.  2).  Neural network models provide  an effective tool when modelling  phe  
nomena  improperly  known or  having  discrete and non-linear data. In this study,  although  
being  preliminary,  neural network models were able  to make predictions better or  at least 
equal  to those given  by  linear regression  models. Because neural network models were 
build  and tested using two  variables at  the same time,  it is  somewhat difficult to compare 
R
2
 values  directly  to  those  computed  from regression  models. However,  neural networks  
models can be seen as  effective  tool in modelling  complex  systems  otherwise difficult to  
handle. On the other hand,  neural networks may be difficult to use  to analyze  problems  or  
interactions between factors  within a  problem.  Knowledge  of  the behaviour of  factors  and 
their  interrelationships  is  important e.g.,  in integrated  pest  management to  be  able to  affect  
on  factors  increasing  or decreasing the risk  of damage. 
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Abstract  
The paper introduces a stand development  simulation system  based on the object-oriented  
approach.  The system  includes object-class  and  object-models  for  presenting  individual 
tree  and  stand development.  Birth,  growth, death and seeding  models  are  encapsulated  in 
objects  as  well as  cuttings  and  various silvicultural operations.  The prototype presented  
uses  tree-level distance-dependent  development  models. Model- and rule-based reasoning  
is planned  to  control the system.  Object-oriented  approach  offers  a  flexible and convenient 
way  to  construct  ecological  models and systems  based on them. Presented prototype is 
unable to  show the computing  efficiency  of  planned  simulation system  until some relevant 
details have been added to it. 
1.  Introduction  
The aim of this study  is  to describe the structure  and functioning  of  forest stand;  it is  a 
simulation model of  the actual system.  There are  pragmatic reasons  which urge to  develop  
an application  for research  purposes  and also for forestry  practice  (Bossel  &  Schäfer,  1990).  
Researches do need a "skeleton" to manage and use  growth  and development  models, and 
forest  management systems  needs applications  to  produce  forecasts  and  predictions  of  the 
future development  of  stands. 
The simulation model is based on the development of individual trees and stands. The 
development  consists of  birth-,  growth-,  and  death-models,  which reflect  the competition  
caused  by  the environment of  trees.  Environmental changes  caused by  various controlling  
actions like cuttings  and other silvicultural  operations  are  also included the model. It is  
possible  to concetrate  also on stand-level algorithms, but the developed  prototype is  con  
structed to  be more detailed. Tree- and  stand-level growth  models can  be used in basic  
growth  actions,  as  controllers in parallel  use,  or  as  a  combination, e.g. feeding  parameters 
to each other. 
l. Finnish Forest  Research Institute, Joensuu Research Station,  RO.Box  68,  SF  
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11. Discrete event simulation 
Simulation is  understood as  combining  development  of algorithms  and programs with real 
or artificially generated  data in a computer  system.  Individual tree-level models may 
present  how the detailed components of  growth interact,  but there is too  much complexity  
to predict  the behaviour of a whole forest area without the help  of computer simulation. 
Simulation offers  a  possibility  to make experiments  and test theories as  well as  predict  the 
development  of a  stand far into the future. 
The development  of a  stand contains concurrent  processes  of  single  trees. So far the paral  
lelism used in  the prototype of simulator is  rather sequential  than concurrent  due to the 
single-processor  computers in  use.  Real concurrent  parallelism  eventually  needs a multi  
processor-computer,  although object  oriented languages  offer a way  to  present parallel  
processes  in a convetional platform. 
The basic  guideline in building  a simulation system  of  forest development  is  to  imitate the 
"data structures" and activities of the nature itself. From this point  of view,  continuous 
activities  should be  modelled as well as  discrete state  transitions. In  practice  the develop  
ment  of stand  is  constructed as  a parallel  discrete event  simulation (=PDES,  see  Fujimoto 
1990). Alike the control processes  in a real stand (like  solar radiation, transportation of 
water  and  nutrients),  mechanisms needed in  parallel  continuos simulation are not known 
well enough.  Even if they  are  known,  pragmatic  reasons  lead to simplify  the system.  
In the  prototype all events  are designed  to use  same timestep.  This simplification  makes it 
easier to  build a  parallel  system.  If the system  is  expanded  to include processes  with differ  
ent  timesteps,  interactions should be examined in more detail. 
The purpose and the role of the system  define the abstraction  level,  i.e how detailed models 
are  used. If different abstraction  levels are  used in the same system,  it must  be done with 
special  care.  
12. Simulation based on object-oriented  approach  supported  with  reasoning  
The  philosophy  of  information systems  (IS)  science is  based on and closely  connected to  
classic  philosophy  (logic  etc.),  so the methods and methodologies  of IS-science  may in 
some extent  be applied  in forest research  also.  The  general  approach  in growth and yield 
studies  and  in  building  information systems  can  be  constructed by  the same way.  The ques  
tions to  be presented  are;  what is  the domain we are interested in,  what are  the 'things'  
(objects, entities etc.)  in it,  what are  the attributes and behaviour/functions of  the 'things',  
and  what are  their  relations to each other. On the other hand,  many methods and techniques  
in  information systems  area  are  established for business  applications.  In these cases  the dif  
ference  in  conceptual  backgrounds  must be considered (Kaila  &  Marshall 1991). 
Besides the theoretical aspect,  tools for building  information systems  can be used in making  
forest  simulation systems,  presenting  and describing  them, and delivering  possible  execut  
able  applications.  
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Out of the different methodologies  of building  information systems,  object  oriented 
approach  seems suitable for forest modelling  purposes  because:  
1. It  emphasizes  understanding  and  modelling  rather than  task-  or  process-oriented  aims.  In 
any  00-oriented application,  objects  (classes  and instances)  do make up most the sys  
tem.  They  are the items of interest in  each phase  (analysis,  design,  implementation)  of 
building  an  information system  (Korson &  McGregor  1990).  It  forces  us  to  examine the  
structure  and functioning  of the  domain, i.e. to understand it. 
2.  It  makes it possible  to imitate the "data structures" from nature (Bossel  &  Schäfer 1990). 
3. It is  capable  to  parallel  simulation. 
4. It  has  tools for presenting  tentative theories without the demand of applicable  system  
(prototype)  and it  makes cooperation  with other modellers and researchers  easier. Object  
oriented programming  even  allows sharing  objects  between  different simulators. Rapid  
prototyping  is  possible  because  of usage of feasible object-libraries  and software reuse  
(Kaila  &  Marshall 1991). 
5.  It  uses  iterative way  of  solving  problems  (prototyping  and reuse)  (Korson  & McGregor  
1990). Object-classes  are  designed  as  collections of data and  the set of  allowable opera  
tions on that data. That means fewer connections between classes  (weak  coupling)  and 
good  modularity  (Korson &  McGregor 1990).  Due  to  inheritance and  polymorphism  it 
is  fairly  easy to  extend and modify  an 00-system.  
As reasoned above, object  oriented system  includes a considerable amount  of information 
about the domain. Thus it can be considered as  a  description  of  the structure  and behaviour. 
According  to  Tsatsoulis  (1991),  "Message  passing  between objects  does not  necessitate  any 
reasoning.  In themselves,  00-techniques  do not  add  any intelligence  to the simulation 
environment, and they  must  be  supported  by  reasoning  system".  On the other hand, Bobrow 
and  Stefik  (1986)  defined,  that "an  intelligent  system  should embody  and  apply  information 
about itself so  that it can assist  in its  own continuing  development".  In that meaning,  object 
oriented systems  are "intelligent"  even without any reasoning.  Anyhow,  reasoning  can 
improve  systems  behaviour and add the intelligence  in a  convenient way.  In the simulation 
of forest development, reasoning  is  needed at least when simulating  human decisions and 
constructing  some control actions (like cuttings  and silvicultural operations).  
2. Simulation  of  the development  of  a  forest  stand 
21. Methodology  and tools 
There are several  suggestions  how to build object-oriented  information systems,  but  there is 
no methodology  and no 'tools' have  yet  gained  universal acceptance  (Boehm  1988, Shlaer 
& Mellor 1988,  Bailin 1990,  Coad & Yourdon 1990,  Gibson 1990,  Henderson-Sellers & 
Edwards 1990,  livari 1990,  1991,  Korson &  McGregor  1990, Booch 1991).  Tools are  here 
understood as defining working processes,  guiding rules and supporting  software. 
Thmethod presented  by  Booch (1991)  is  a  good candidate for standard 'tool'  of  object-ori  
ented design.  We followed the spiral-model of livari (1990,  1991)  and at different levels of 
modelling the modifications presented  by Kaila & Marshall (1991).  Identifying  object  
classes  was  done with the help  of guidelines described by  Korson &  McGregor (1990).  
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Since object-oriented  analysis  (OOA),  object-oriented  design (OOD),  and implementa  
tion(object-oriented  programmming,  OOP) have no  district  boundaries, a CASE-tool 
should be integrated  into OOP.  This type of  software  was  not  available. We are  convinced 
that designing  a  system  with the help  of  different kind of  diagrams  (see  Booch 1991)  is  use  
ful,  but  it  must  not  be  separated  from the implementation.  Prototype  and  actual analysis,  
design  and  implementation  of the system  was  done with KAPPA Application  Develop  
ment  System  version 1.1. 
22.  Description  of  simulation  system  
221. Organizational  level 
Organizational  level defines the organizational  role and  context  of  the information system  
(livari  1991). Kaila and Marshall (1991) divided the software applications  produced  in sci  
entific research  into three categories;  "1)  Application  software developed  as  research  tools,  
2) information systems  and application  software developed  for use  within the research  
community,  and 3)  information systems  and application  software developed to  provide  
solutions  to  applied  forestry  problems".  Kaila and  Marshall (1991)  underline that organi  
zational needs are more  extensive  in the third category than in the first  two  categories. 
So  far  the  planned  simulation system  is  used  mainly for reasearch  purposes  and  has  a  minor 
strategical  position  among the information systems  of  the Finnish Forest  Research  Institute 
when considered as  a  standalone system.  When integrated  into decision-making  applica  
tions it  might  have greater  responsibility  (Saarenmaa  et  ai. 1990).  The final aim  is  to  pro  
duce applications  for  forestry  practice.  Only  then  a  simulation system  can  be  considered 
as  a  part of the corporate information system.  
222. Conceptual/infological  level 
Conceptual/infological  level  defines an  "implementation  independent"  specification  for  the 
information system  (livari  1991).  In this  level the "vision"  of  forest  development  simula  
tion is  presented.  It should be also remembered that this  vision will change  during the 
development  process  of the system.  
Simulator is  planned  to  include  reference-database for different growth  models,  each of  
which can  be  chosen  according  to  the rules  controlling the model-base. In the prototype 
each stand is simulated separately,  but  other approaches  are possible  as well. If border  
stands are  considered without simplifications  or  modifications (like  mirroring) stands  can  
not  be treated as  independent.  
In  each  stand there are  trees  with location,  age, species  and  different types  of  dimensions. 
Factors  affecting  to  the growth will be  encapsulated  into an  abstract  object  presenting  the 
local environment of  each tree.  Different actions like cuttings,  regenerations,  and other sil  
vicultural operations  are  controlled by  a  decision-maker called 'forester'. The simulation 
system  is  not  planned  to  decide, which  treatment schedule is  the best,  although  it  can  be 
connected to  some decision-support  systems.  
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Figure  1. Entity-objects.  
Input  data can be either tree-level or  stand-level. In the latter case,  tree-level data will  be 
generated  through distribution functions and  stand-level growth  models will control the 
simulated development.  The main output of  simulator  is  planned  to  be a  set  of  possible  
development  predictions  for each stand.  
Objects  of  a  system  can  be  divided into five  categories:  entities,  events,  inputs,  outputs,  
queries  and  interfaces  (livari 1991).  The entities of  the simulation system  are  the classes:  
forest  areas,  stands,  trees,  seeds  and  local environments (Figure  1 )  The  events-category  
consists  of various controlling  actions  divided into subclasses  such  as  cuttings,  regenera  
tions, fertilizations,  ditchings,  cleanings,  prunings,  and site  preparations  (Figure  2).  The 
inputs-category  has  not  yet  been constructed. The data import  module will base  on  the 
input's  object-class  as  well as  data output bases  on the 'output's'  object-class.  All  database 
operations  use  different queries  clarified in objects  belonging  to  the queries-class.  
Tree-objects  are  further devided according  to  main species.  In  the prototype  parent-object  
'Trees' has attributes 'age',  'alive',  'basal area',  'height',  'breast height  diameter', 'envi  
ronment',  and 'location'. There are  three biological  methods  in  trees-object;  'aging',  
'dying'  and 'growing'.  In addition there is  a  method to  describe the structure of  a  tree  ('cal  
culate dimensions').  The method 'draw a tree' is  used in the mapping of trees  in the inter  
face. 
Figure  2.  Event-objects.  
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In the prototype the only  actions constructed were  cuttings.  Parent-object  'cuttings'  has tree  
attributes;  'removal percentage',  'remove  basal area',  and 'removed basal area'. In the pro  
totype removal is  presented as  a proportion ('removal  percentage')  of  the total  basal area. 
It could as well  base on density,  location of trees, or  another silvicultural fact. The three 
attributes are  manipulated  by  three methods; 'cut  a  stand' receives  a  message from forester  
object  and sends messages to methods 'select  trees  to be cut'  and 'cut selected trees', which 
actually  are  responsible  for accessing  instances  in 'Trees'-object-class.  In the prototype 
trees  to be cut  are selected on a random-basis. Because all trees have location and some rel  
evant attributes,  more intelligent cutting  methods can easily  be constructed. 
Input,  output,  query, and interface objects  have more  technical purposes  than entities and 
events.  They  are not presented detailed in this  paper. 
223. Datalogical  /technical  and implementation  level 
Datalogical/technical  level  defines the technical implementation  for  the information system  
(livari  1991). Prototype  was  build  with KAPPA Application  Development  System  ver  
sion 1.1(1).  It can use  dßase-files(2) and  C-libraries  and dynamic  data  exchange  in MS- 
Windows-environment (3).  Pascal-  and Fortran  subroutines can be called through  C-mod  
ules.  
3.  Discussion  
Object-oriented  approach  offers  a  flexible way  to  construct  simulation systems.  Entities 
representing  "real world"  and necessary abstract  objects  (like stands,  environments)  can be 
described after some simplifications.  Data structures  imitated directly from the domain 
makes  future expansion  possible.  Various kinds  of  cuttings  and  silvicultural  operations  can 
be simulated in a  very  detailed manner if wanted. The  simulation system  can accept  stand  
or  tree-level  development  models including  distance dependent  spatial models. Ecophysi  
ological  process-models  will require  more  detailed object-structure,  but  it  seems  also  pos  
sible  to connect  them into the system.  
Various tools could help  00-work  especially  in analysis  and design phases,  but they  should 
be integrated  with the programming  module. So far no CASE-software with integrated 
00-support  is  available. 
The prototype represents an ongoing  work.  A reference data-base for growth  models  is 
under work. C-, Fortran-,  and Pascal-libraries will also  be collected. The  efficiency  and the 
simulation speed  of  the system  are correlated to the chosen abstraction level. They  can be  
speeded  up  by using C-libraries instead of Kappa's  KAL-functions. Efficiency  can  be 
obtained also  by  using connections to servers  or distributing  processes  into  more powerful  
workstations. 
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Abstract  
In this paper  a  description  of  a  data management model is  given.  The database based on the  
model presented  here can handle data from any  type of field or laboratory  measurements.  
A small part  of the Finnish Forest  Research  Institute's data model was  used as  a starting  
point of this work.  The  data model consists  of 17  normalized entities and their relationships.  
Performance will probably  be the most  difficult point  in the practical  database application.  
This is  due to large number of  keys  compared  to actual  data values. Anyhow, irrelevant key  
values are  avoided. Instead, most  keys  have a  reasonable meaning for researcher.  To be use  
ful,  this method will require  very  careful planning  of measurement  activities. 
1. Introduction  
Research  and  measurement  data management is  an  important  part of the activities of every  
research  organization.  Usually  there have been no uniform methods or  tools to  store and 
manage different kinds  of data  from various  sources.  Instead,  data sets  are  too  often stored 
with shortsighted  methods. This  may  later cause  difficulties in  data management and use. 
When valuable data  is  stored in a  database,  users  can  easily  retrieve suitable parts  of  it for 
further processing.  The main advantage  of a well-designed  relational database is in  data 
management, which can  be  handled in a  consistent manner,  without a  need to  operate with 
several  files  of different formats. Database users  can  either have a  copy  of the data they  
need, or they  can  create  views  into the actual  databases. Standard methods of data storage 
and retrieval  provided  by  properly  designed  relational databases  are necessary  for long  
term data  utilization. Measured data stored in  a  database is no longer  disposable. 
In  this paper a  description of  a  formal model for  managing  data from any type of  field or  
laboratory  measurement is  given.  A schematic representation  of  the placement  of measure  
ment  data management system  in a general  research  organization  is  shown in Figure  1. At 
first  the contradiction of planning  a  system  that is  simultaneously  general  and specific  
seemed to be an almost impossible  task  from philosophical  point of view. In any  case,  using 
information engineering  methodology  and relational database concepts this  system  was 
possible  to describe.  
There  exists  also  another discrepancy  in the present work;  the approach  to  data modelling  
I. University  of  Joensuu, Department  of Forestry,  RO.  Box  111, SF-80101 Joensuu, 
Finland 
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became -  partly  unintentionally  -  somewhat object-oriented,  but  the application  will be 
build using relational database technique,  which in principle  is  not suitable for strictly 
object-oriented  approach.  
Figure  1. The relationships  of  the measurement data management  
system  to some  other databases in a research organization.  
2.  Material and Methods 
The initial framework of the work  was  a small part  of the Finnish Forest  Research Insti  
tute's (FFRI)  data model, which contains some  330 entities (Saarenmaa  & al. 1990).  That 
model was  developed  using a methodology  called SRM ("Systeemien  Rakentamis  
menetelmä"),  which is  a  quite close relative to James Martin's information engineering  
methodology  (lEM) (e.g.  Mikkonen & Soini 1988,  Martin 1989, Roukala &  Soini  1989). 
In the present  work,  only the entity  diagram technique  of  SRM was  applied  in  the develop  
ment  of data model. Other steps  in data modelling were  not  used, because  they  were  carried 
out extensively  in FFRI's  work. The aim of our work  was  to  develop  this part of FFRI's  
model into a  more general  and suitable one,  that could  be easily  transformed into  a  real rela  
tional database system.  
The data model consists  of entities, their relationships,  and attributes. Usually  entities  can 
be considered as tables in relational database, and relationships  show  table connections. 
Attributes represent fields  in a database table. In SRM methodology,  entities can be 
described as  concrete or  abstract  objects,  of  which the organization  needs or obtains some 
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information. All types of  entities have some common features: 
-  an entity  may have several properties,  
-  an  entity  must have a  identifying  key,  
-  entities are defined to the third normal form. 
Entities  can be classified into three main types;  characteristic, associative  and kernel enti  
ties. A characteristic entity  describes, classifies or  clarifies some other entity  (kernel,  see 
below), and it  represents some  repeated  characteristic of  the kernel.  It does not  exist  alone. 
An associative entity represents many-to-many relationships.  It can have characteristic 
entities attached. If an entity  is  neither characteristic nor  associative,  is  considered as  a  ker  
nel entity,  which  is  independent.  
Basic  types of relationships  are one-to-one  (1:1), one-to-many (1:M),  many-to-many 
(M:M),  and their conditional (C)  forms. Totally  there are  nine different types,  although  
some are quite seldom used. Many-to-many  relationships  can not  occur  in  a normalized 
database. They  are  removed by  creating  an associative  entity. 
The CASE (Computer  Aided System  Engineering)  tool used in this  work  was  System 
Architect  by  Popkin  Software. Only the entity-relationship  component of System  Architect 
was  used in modelling  work. 
3.  Results  
The main result is, of course, the data model or  entity-relationship  diagram,  which  is  pre  
sented in  Figure  2. The interpretation of the model is quite laborious and can not  be  done 
extensively  in  this  paper. The attributes of entities are  presented  in Appendix  1. Data nor  
malization was  carried out  extensively;  entities are  in third normal form. Due  to  this,  many 
of the entities consists  of  key  items. 
Basic aims in building  the data model was  data retrieval with  relevant  key  fields and  values. 
That  caused additional complexity  in the model, because many key  fields should contain 
only  appropriate  data, and the database program should not  be allowed to give  arbitrary  val  
ues in such cases. 
4.  Discussion  
The data  model presented  in this work  differs from the part  of  FFRI  model that was  used as  
the starting  point  because of  a  more data-oriented approach.  The naming  convention used  
in the present  data model should not  be confused with that of object-oriented  design.  For  
example,  our objects  should be considered as  logical  ones,  that are measured, instead of 
objects  in pure  o-o  sense.  
We "hand-tested" the model using  some  data  from ordinary  forest  management measure  
ments and some artificial measurements, but the  working database prototype is  under 
development.  The database for  practical  use  will be build after the prototype has been thor  
oughly  tested during spring  1991. 
It is  probable that  the presented  model is not  very  efficient, but performance  was  not the 
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Figure  2. A data model for measurement data management 
major concern.  More important  aspects were  generality  and robustness. Besides,  a  poorly  
normalized database (with  few large  tables)  may seem efficient from file- oriented point  of  
view, but  in practice  such a construction is not much better in this respect.  Furthermore,  
management of such  a  database will become increasingly  difficult after some time. 
Some entities in the model are  obviously  very important,  e.g. "Measurement incident",  
"Object  type"  and "Measured object".  The  essential table in the model contains the meas  
ured value and all the  necessary  keys  for  its  identification (Table  1). 
The first  three rows  of this hypothetical  relational table (Table 1; "MEASURED VALUE")  
are  measured in the same measurement  incident (e.g.  one field group during  one day). First 
two  are  measurements  of  same object  type (e.g. relascope  plot),  and  the third one  is e.g.  a 
tree  in the plot. First  two are  different objects  ("plots"), but the  measured attribute is  the 
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same (e.g.  stand type).  As  can  be seen from Table 1, the model can accept  all types of  data, 
character strings  as well as  numeric values.  This table contains only  the measured value;  
it's  interpretation  -  what does this value mean - is  in another table in the database (Object  
type's attributes).  
The model was  not  thoroughly  tested because  of  the short time frame. The data model may 
have to  be modified after  the real database prototype is  tested. Most likely  this might  be due 
to performance  reasons,  which may force us to de-normalize some parts  slightly.  The 
number of actual data values compared  to large  number of key  values needed may seem too  
small, but  most  of key  values  must  be determined and placed in the database before data 
input  phase.  
The model managed  well to handle various types of  data, but  there are  still many problems 
in the  conceptual  side of  measurement  object  classification. These problems  could be 
solved only  by  the researcher,  who is  responsible  of planning  the experiment  or  measure  
ment.  Our  model can give  the platform to use  any  classification of  measurement  objects.  
Table 1. An example  of  table with some  possible  values  (see  explanation  below)  
*
 =  Key  field 
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MEASURED VALUE 
Measurement Object  Measured Attribute Measured 
Incident Type  Object  Number Value 
Number Number Number 
18 10 11 3 3 
18 10 
'  
12 3 5 
18 11 1 2 220 
88 15 10 30 
89 15 
1 70 10 27  
77 23  3< 15 3 John Smith 
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Appendix  1. Contents of  the entities  in  the data model 
CLASS ATTRIBUTE  DESCRIPTIONS 
ObjectTypeNumber Int 
Attribute Number Int 
Measured Value Char(4o) 
Value Description Char(4o) 
COMPUTABLE OBJECT VALUES 
ComputableAttributeNumber Int  
ComputableAttributeName Char(4o)  
DESIGN 
Design  Number Int  
Designer Number Int 
Description Char(4oo) 
DESIGNER 
Designer Number Int 
Person Number Int 
MEASURED OBJECT  
MeasuredlncidentNumber Int 
ObjectTypeNumber Int 
MeasuredObjectNumber Int 
MEASURED VALUE 
MeasurementlncidentNumber Int 
ObjectTypeNumber Int 
MeasuredObjectNumber Int 
Measured Value Char(4o) 
MEASUREMENT CLASS 
MeasurementClassNumber Int 
MeasurementClassName Char(4o) 
MEASUREMENT INCIDENT 
MeasurementTypeNumber Int 
MeasurementlncidentNumber Int 
Measurement Year Smallint 
Measurement Month Smallint 
Measurement  Day Smallint 
Measurement  Time Char(lo)  
Measurer  Number Int 
Design  Number Int 
MEASUREMENT INCIDENT TYPE 
MeasurementlncidentTypenumber Int 
MeasurementlncidentTypeName Char(4o) 
MeasurementClassNumber Int 
MEASUREMENT INCIDENT/TOOL 
MeasurementTypeNumber Int 
MeasurementlncidentNumber Int 
MeasurementToolNumber Int 
ObjectTypeNumber Int 
Attribute Number Int 
MEASUREMENT TOOLS 
MeasurementToolNumber Int 
MeasurementToolName Char(4o) 
MEASURER  
Measurer Number Int 
Person Number Int 
OBJECTS  ATTRIBUTES 
MeasurementlncidentNumber Int  
MeasuredObjectNumber Int  
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ObjectTypeNumber Int 
AttributeNumber Int 
OBJECT  CLASSES 
ObjectClassNumber Inl 
ObjectClassName Char(4o) 
OBJECT  TYPE ObjectTypeNumber Int 
ObjectTypeName Char(4o) 
ObjectClassNumber Int 
OBJECT TYPE'S ATTRIBUTES 
ObjectTypeNumber Int 
AttributeNumber Int 
AttributeName Char(4o) 
AttributeUnit Char(lo)  
PERSON PersonNumber Int 
PersonFamilyName Char(4o) 
PersonGivenName Char(2o) 
RELATION BETWEEN OBJECTS  
MeasurementlncidentNumberl Int 
ObjectTypeNumberl Int  
ObjectNumberl Int 
MeasurementlncidentNumber2 Int 
ObjectTypeNumber2 Int 
ObjectNumber2 Int 
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Abstract  
This paper introduces a rule-based expert  system  for the selection of  forest regeneration  
methods. The rules are based on the guidebook  of silviculture of  the company Enso-Gutzeit 
Oy (1988).  The system  consists  of 300  rules  written in  Lisp,  an inference engine  (Back  
trackl algorithm  by Nilsson 1980),  and  an  interface build  in KEE.  The presented  system  is  
in prototype  phase.  This  type  of  a  system  handles information more systematically  than a 
human decision-maker. By  this way  in the decision-making  one can reduce errors  and fail  
ures. 
1. Introduction 
Silvicultural decision-making  is  quite errorprone and complex  area  to  operate. This is  
partly  due to the fact that most silvicultural decisions do not implement  the best  possible  
solutions and results  to the problems  we are working  on. In long  term this causes remarka  
ble economical  losses.  For  example,  in 1988 the number of  seedlings  used for complemen  
tary  planting  was  27 million,  i.e.,  12 %  of  the total number of  seedlings  used for  plantings in 
Finland (Aarne  &  al. 1990). 
Guidebooks  have been  made to decrease the faultness  of  decisions (see  e.g. Enso-Gutzeit 
1988).  On the other hand they  have decreased failures in decisions but  on the other hand 
they have  made the decision-making  more monotous  than it was  earlier. For  example,  in 
artificial forest regeneration  certain regeneration  chains are  dominating.  The need for more 
advanced decision support  systems  is  obvious.  
Human decision-making  is  subjective.  It can  not take very many facts  into the considera  
tion. Computer-assisted  decision-making  has advances  that improve human decision-mak  
ing  in  that  respect.  Computers  are  capable  to  handle unlimited amount  of information,  to 
pick  out  the essential  facts from vast  amounts  of  information, and in best  cases  able  to  solve  
problems  by  themselves by  using  knowledge-based  models of the area  (Kaila  &  Saarenmaa 
1990).  
1.  University  of  Joensuu, Department  of Computer  Science,  P.0.80x 111, SF-80101 
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The methods  offered by  artificial intelligence  (AI)  have  been recently  applied  in  decision  
support systems,  especially  in  expert  systems.  Rauscher and Hacker  (1989) list  74  research 
projects  concerning  AI  applications  in natural resource  management. Those projects  spread  
widely  over the whole  sector of  natural resource  management. Mansur (1989) has  made an 
expert  system  of  artificial regeneration  in Mozambique.  Rice  et al. (1989) have constructed 
a rule-based system  for species  selection in artificial regeneration.  
The aim of this study  is  to make a prototype  of  expert  system  that is  able to  help  in the 
selection of  forest  regeneration  methods. The  system  is based  on  rule-based reasoning.  
2.  Methods 
21. Forest  regeneration  
The forest regeneration  can be described as  a chain of decisions following each other  
(Parviainen  & Lappi  1983). The realization of a silvicultural decision support system  
requires  formulation of the decision-making  process into  a  programmable  form. 
Traditionally  there has been  separated  two  main lines in forest regeneration.  The basic 
selection is  done first between natural regeneration  and artificial regeneration.  Another 
main issue is  the selection of a  tree  species  for next  tree  generation.  
There is two main  issues that define the result of  regeneration  (Parviainen  &  Lappi  1983): 
i) The conditions in the  regeneration  area  and  nature  define the  constraints and  possibilities.  
For  example,  to  these  belong  site, previous  tree generation,  and  stoniness.  These conditions 
and limits  restrict  the regeneration  area. They  are  influenced by  changes  in  the environmen  
tal conditions, ii) The actions made by  decision maker such  as  soil  preparation,  regenera  
tion cutting,  and cleaning  of sapling  stand. They  can  be chosen quite freely  but they  can 
cost. 
The aimed decision support system  of  forest regeneration  requires  that the usual decision  
making can be modified in form of rules.  The guidebooks  describe usually  forest regener  
ation problem almost as  rules (Enso-Gutzeit  Oy  1988).  In this  work  the guidebook  of silvi  
culture of  company Enso-Gutzeit Oy  (1988)  was  used as  an aid in generating  rules. 
22. The computer model of decision-making  
The guidance  for the regeneration  problem  presented  by  Enso-Gutzeit Oy  (1988)  was  sim  
ilar to the rule  model of  human problem  solving  as presented  by  Newell and Simon (1972).  
Rules were  written as  knowledge  structures  of lisp  as  follows:  
(d-rule fertile-peatland ()  
(and (is-soil-type 'peat) 
(is-fertile))  
( include-asked—data *Y 'fertile .peatland), 
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where the (and (...)  (...)) is the condition part  of  the rule and (include-asked-data  ...)  is  the 
consequence part.  Especially  the inconsistencies  of  rules  were  checked. Inconsistencies can 
be  defined as  conflict,  redundancy  and  subsumption  (Buchanan  &  Shortliffe 1985).  
Conflict is  a situation where  two  rules are  succeeded in the same identical database. The 
results  of  these two  rules are conflicting  in a  way  that is  in inconsistency.  For  example  the 
rules 
IF fruit is yellow THEN fruit is grape 
and  
IF fruit is yellow THEN fruit is citron 
are  conflicting  to  each  other. To  solve  the  conflict we  focused  conditions of  the rules  until 
the conflict  disappear.  
Redundancy  is  a  situation where the same  rule  or  rules  giving a  same functional result  are  
present  more  than once  in the knowledge  base. Redundancy  is  not  risky  for  the reasonabil  
ity  of  the knowledge  base, though  it  can cause remarkable  uneffectiness in praxis.  Due  to 
the criteria  of effectivity  we tried to exclude redundancy.  
Subsumption  is  third situation of  inconsistency.  In subsumption  another rule of  a  pair  suc  
ceeds more  easily  than the another although  the consequences of  both are  same.  Rules  have 
often subsumptions,  if  conditions are  confused or  inadequate.  For  example,  the legendary  
rules  generated  from the penguin  problem  (Kimbrough  &  Adams  1988)  
IF Tweetie is  a bird THEN Tweetie can fly 
and  
IF Tweetie is a bird AND Tweetie is not a penguin  
THEN Tweetie can  fly 
are  in  relation of subsumption.  To exclude subsumptions  the rules  itself  and their condition 
parts  were  defined as simple  as  possible  and their field of  activities limited. 
A rule-based knowledge  system  operates mainly  as  follows (Barr  &  Feigenbaum  
1981): 
1) Find all rules whose condition parts  are  TRUE and make  them applicable.  
2) If more than  one rule is  applicable, then deactivate any  rule  whose action adds a dupli  
cate  symbol  to  the context  list.  
3)  Execute the action of  the rule. If no rule is  applicable,  then quit. 
4)  Reset  the applicability  of  all rules and  return  to step 1. 
The used  algorithm  was  a  forward-chaining  version of  BACKTRACK 1 algorithm  by  Nils  
son  (1980).  In forest  regeneration  the initial situation is known  but  the final situation is  
unknown. The use  of  backward  chaining  means  that  one  has  to  select  a  hypothesis  and  then 
try to  prove  it  true.  Another reason  for the selected method was  the easy implementation.  
In implementation  we added a  system  of  explanation,  which tells  to  the user  the basis of 
reasoning  and proposed  choice. 
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Figure  1. Structure  and fuctioning  of  an  expert  system  (Saarenmaa  
1989).  In the schematic the parts  mentioned in the text  are  
typed  italics. 
23. Construction of  the system  
The main system  was  built by  using LISP and the interface was  done by  using  KEE.  The 
work  was done in a  SUN 4/110 workstation. Figure  1 summarizes  the components  of  the 
expert system.  Totally  the knowledge-base  consists  of 300 rules written in Lisp.  
The implemented  interface is  in  Figure  2. The basic  information of  a  regenerated  area  is 
selectable in the interface  and  the results  of  the reasoning  are  shown. During  the reasoning  
the system  may ask  from the user  more specific  details in dialog window if needed. The 
reasoning  algorithm  is  implemented  directly  as  a  LISP-function,  which  is  activated by  an 
active-image  option  of  KEE.  The desired values are  moved from  KEE  to  an independent  
object.  Next  step  is  the activating  of  reasoning.  After the reasoning  the objects  of  KEE  are  
updated and we are back  in an interactive state.  
After the reasoning  user  can look the explanations  of  the selected method in a  dialog  win  
dow. User  can freely  follow the matched rules from the results  back  to  the initial situation. 
3.  Results  
The  validation of an expert  system  involves the comparison  of system  recommendations 
with known  input  data and results  from case  studies. We compared  the results  of the system  
with choices of some experts  and found out  some charasteristics of  system  functioning:  
i)  Choices made by  ES  were  reasonable compared  to those  of experts.  
ii) The functioning  of ES demands the user  go through all the  details affecting  the case.  
ES could also recommend unused solutions  like natural regeneration  of birch. Natural 
regeneration  of birch is  not  directly mentioned in instructions of  Enso-Gutzeit Oy  (1988).  
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Figure  2.  The interface of  implemented  system  
On the other hand it is not  restricted  out of choices 
We expected  the time and  space  demands of  the algorithm  to  grow exponentially  with the 
growth  of  search space,  but  this  did not  happen.  The implemented  algorithm did not  need 
to  backtrack  to  overstate  the changes  in knowledge-base  made by  rules. The situation did 
not  change  although  we  made a  physical  reorganization  of rules.  The polynomical  reason  
of time demand remains open. 
4.  Discussion  
This expert  system  is  a  trial to  use  rule-based reasoning  in selection of forest  regeneration  
method. The  used 'data' was  the guidebook  of silviculture  of  Enso-Gutzeit Oy  (1988).  This 
means that the 'data' was  more or  less  heuristic rules (rules  of thumb)  that  combine both 
results  of  research  and experience  from the field. Compared  with the traditional guidebooks  
we  believe that this type of  expert system  does not  bring  any  new information. But it does 
help  in  using  this information more  systematically  than a guidebook  does (Waterman  
1985).  By  this way  it improves  decisions in the selection of  forest regeneration  method. 
This  expert system  is  a  prototype  and  it  is  not  aimed to use  in  everyday  forestry  yet.  Perhaps  
the  best area  to  use  this  type of  expert  system  in everyday  forestry  is  silvicultural  planning.  
Usually  the planned  actions like  cutting  and planting are  stored  in knowledge-base.  This 
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type of expert  system  may  act  as  a  background  daemon in storing  planned  actions  to  check  
the reasonability  of actions. By  this way  it  can eliminate the unreasonable regeneration  
methods  from becoming  implemented.  
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Abstract  
This paper will describe a prototype of timber sale planning  system  designed  to evaluate a 
relational database management system  (RDBMS).  The evaluation was  an initial step  of  the 
project  "The Research Forest  Database and  Planning  System".  The  project  aims to  develop  
an integrated  decision  support system  (DSS)  for  the Finnish  Forest  Research Institute 
(FFRI).  The  purpose of the evaluation was  to find out  the critical features  of  the RDBMS 
in  an integrated  software environment. For example,  the integrated  DSS may need some 
advanced resource  modeling  operations  (such  as  growth simulation)  which can be imple  
mented only  using  a procedural high-level  language.  The evaluation process  consisted of  
three parts: (1)  the development  of  a  research  forest database for one  research  area, (2)  the 
development  of  an  interface for  the forest  simulator (MELA),  and  (3)  the development  of  
an "SQL-calculator"  for timber sale planning.  The database was  developed  on VAX/VMS 
using  the ORACLE software. The interface for MELA was  programmed  using  Embedded 
SQL. The "calculator" was  programmed  using  interactive SQL.  The evaluation indicates 
that an  RDBMS kernel  together  with  a  query language  interface provides  an  "easy-to-use"  
toolbox for the end-user.  The Embedded SQL  interface allows programmers to access  data 
in the database for their own applications.  For advanced site-specific  analysis  an opera  
tional interface between an RDBMS and  a  GIS  is recommended. 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Background  
The Finnish Forest  Research Institute (FFRI)  has some  140 000 hectares of state forest at 
its  disposal.  80 000 hectares are  commercially  managed forests. On  these there are  20 000 
experimental  plots. The total forest area  is  divided into so  called research  areas  for  manage  
ment purposes. A research  area  consists  of  one or  several farms. The size  of  research  areas 
varies from 590 hectares to  14,127 hectares. The forest plan  of research  area  is  made every  
ten years in Southern Finland and every 20  years in Northern Finland. The plan is  based  on 
forest inventory  using  aerial photographs  and field survey.  The inventory  stands and exper  
iments are  delineated on the map. The stand characteristics are  measured and the treatment 
proposals  are  made in the field. 
The resulted forest plan  guides  annual short-term planning  (e.g. harvesting  scheduling  and 
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timber sale  planning)  in research  areas.  The problem  of short-term planning  is  how to  take  
the frequent  changes  in land-use and  the  continuous change  of  the  forest  state  into account  
in the plan  implementation.  The current  system  has  only  limited amount  of routines  for  
monitoring  stands  reserved  for  experiments  or  stands  leased from experiments  after field 
inventory.  However,  the departments  which have experiments  under or  near  planned  treat  
ments  should be informed about harvesting  in case  the treatments  should  violate the exper  
iments. On the other hand,  there are  no routines to "manually"  update  the changes  after 
treatments  or  "automatically"  update  the growth  of  trees  in the stand database. A corporate 
database integrated  with planning  applications  would provide  both researchers  and 
research  areas  with  better management tools. 
1.2 Relational  database management  system  technology  
Traditional planning  tools  are  a  forest plan  and a calculator. The modem software tools for 
application  development  such  as  relational database management systems  (RDBMS)  allow 
end  users  to  create and  maintain their own  plan  "calculators". 
For  example,  ORACLE includes an RDBMS kernel plus  a  complete  set  of  integrated  soft  
ware  productivity  tools.  Tools  include e.g.  a  screen  forms manager, a  report  writer, an  appli  
cation generator and  a  query language  and  a  programming  language  interface. A standard 
language,  SQL  (Structured  Query  Language),  is  used to interact  with databases. SQL  is  an 
English-like  language  which includes commands for  query (retrieving  data from the data  
base), data manipulation  (inserting,  updating and deleting  data in the database), data defi  
nition (adding  new  tables to  the database), and  data control (preventing  access  to  private  
data in the database).  The main advantages  of SQL  are: a simple  data  structure  ("table"),  
powerful  operations  (e.g.  relational join), reduced training  costs  (English-like  language)  
and  application  portability (e.g.  applications  for  minicomputer  end-users  can  be  developed  
on PC).  
There are, however, some limitations in  SQL:  it is  non-procedural  (i.e.  most  statements  are 
executed independently  of  preceding  or  following  statements)  and there are  several  restric  
tions for "built-in functions" (e.g.  SUM).  Because  of  the limitations the constructs  such  as 
"loops"  or "if/then" pairs  have to be implemented  using  high-level  programming  lan  
guages. SQL  statements  can then be combined (embedded)  with a program written e.g. in 
FORTRAN  (Date 1989). 
1.3 The aim of the study  
The Finnish Forest  Research Institute  (FFRI)  started  a  project  "The Research Forest  Data  
base and Planning  System"  in the summer 1990. The initial plan  was to develop  an inte  
grated decision support system  (DSS)  based on  a  corporate database (an integrated  stand 
and experiment  database)  and a forest simulator (MELA).  The plan  was  derived from the  
traditional view that an organization  should have a tabular  resource  database which is  com  
patible  with existing  business  management functions. An integrated  DSS may, however, 
need also resource  modeling  operations  such as treewise growth simulation for database 
update  or site-specific  queries for the analysis  of the long-term  impacts of treatments.  These 
modeling  operations  can  often  be  implemented  only  using  a  procedural  high-level  language  
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or  a  specific  "toolbox" such  as a  GIS  (Geographical  Information System).  
Because  "anything  worth doing  is  worth doing  poorly  until you  learn to  do it  well", the aim 
of  this evaluation study  was  to test  the capabilities  of  relational database management sys  
tem (RDBMS)  as  a  data management and  planning  tool. The purpose  of this  paper is to 
describe  the critical features  of the RDBMS  in an integrated  software environment. The 
application  of  timber sale  planning  was  chosen  for  the evaluation because  it  contains the 
characteristic features for an  integrated  decision support  system:  a  corporate database inte  
grated  with simulation routines to model complex  relationships.  
The  evaluation process  contains three parts:  (1)  the development  of a  research  forest  data  
base for one research  area,  (2)  the development  of an  interface for  the forest simulator 
(MELA),  and (3)  the development  of  an "SQL-calculator"  for timber sale planning.  
2.  The  data model  
The data  model of  the study (Figure  1) was  based on the current  standwise forest inventory  
system  and  the  practice  of  delivery  timber sale. 
A RESEARCH  AREA consists  of one or  several FARMS and each farm belongs  to one and 
only  one  research  area.  A farm can  contain zero,  one  or  more  STANDS,  while every  stand 
must  be  located inside of  one  farm. Inside a stand zero,  one  or  more  description (sample)  
TREES may be measured. Every  tree  grows inside one stand. 
If  there is  an EXPERIMENT inside  an inventory  stand,  an "artificial stand"  is delineated 
around the experiment  and the "new stand" has a  land-use code "experiment".  One stand 
may contain zero,  one, or more  (adjacent  or overlapping)  experiments  and  each experiment 
may be located inside one or  several  stands. 
A  CUTTING  UNIT  is  a  group of  stands  cut  at the same time using  the same  method. A  part  
of  a  stand or  the whole stand may  belong  to  a  cutting  unit. Different parts of  a  stand may 
belong  to  different cutting  units. 
Timber from  a cutting  unit is  extracted to a  STORAGE POINT on the roadside. A storage 
point  can be also seen as  a node in the transportation network. After SALE a FOREST 
COMPANY transports  the timber from the storage  point.  
3.  The  database 
A database of the KOLI research area was created for the evaluation. The database was 
developed  on VAX/VMS using  the ORACLE software. In the following,  the database 
organization  is  described and the choice of  foreign  and primary  keys  reasoned. (A  primary  
key  identifies uniquely  records  in a  relation. A foreign  key  is  the primary  key  of  some other 
relation. Oxborrow 1987.) 
The database consists  of entity  tables, relationship  tables, and look-up  tables. The entity 
tables of the inventory  database are  FARM, STAND, and TREES. Inventory data were 
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Figure  1. The FFRI research forest  data model. 
loaded from ASCII-files using  ODL ORACLE Data Loader (Gittings  and Healey  1987).  In 
addition, tables for EXPERIMENT, CUTTING_UNIT, and STORAGE  POINT  were  added 
for planning  purposes. A temporary experiment  "register" containing  the treatment  propos  
als  was  derived from paper documents. 
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Relationship  tables were  used  to  define the connection between entities. Relationship  tables 
were EXPERIMENT_IN_STAND (a  list of stands where a given  experiment  is  located),  
STAND_IN_CUTTING_UNIT (a list  of stands which belong  to a  given  cutting  unit) and 
SALE (a  table which contains the name of the company which has bought  a  given  cutting  
unit). Look-up  tables were  created for codes such  as  land-use and tree  species  to give  a text 
description for integer  codes used in inventory.  
The relationship  between a  research area  and a farm is  one- to-many. A primary  key  of a 
FARM is a  combination of  research  area number and farm number. (In addition,  a map 
sheet number is  given  as a  foreign  key  for a  map sheet which is a  physical  disk  storage unit 
of both map and attribute  data in the current  FFRI inventory  system. The key  for a map 
sheet is  utilized in data  loading.) 
The relationship  between a  farm and a stand is  one-to-many conditional (l:Mc).  The  pri  
mary key  of a STAND is a combination of research area number, farm number,  stand 
number and  substand number. The combination can be used  as  a key  for a  polygon  in the 
GIS stand coverage. Because the current  system  is  designed  to  work  independently  from a  
GIS, the coordinates of  the reference point and the area  of  polygon  are  stored together  with 
other stand characteristics in the stand  table. The stand key  is  utilized to  import  the stand 
data from a  GIS. 
The relationship  between a  stand and a description  tree  is  one-to-many conditional (l:Mc),  
because every  sample  tree  is  inside a stand  and every  stand has  zero,  one or several sample  
trees but it is not  necessary  to  have any  trees  in  a stand. The relationship  is  reflected in the 
TREES table by  the  combination of attributes research  area  number, farm number, stand  
number and  substand number. 
The relationship  between a stand and an experiment  is many-to-many conditional 
(Mc:Mc).  The  relationship  is  captured  in the model by the relationship  table EXPERI  
MENT_IN_STAND,  which has  foreign  keys  for  both a  stand and  an  experiment.  The  pri  
mary key of an EXPERIMENT is  a combination of department  number and experiment  
number. 
The  primary  key  of  CUTTING_UNIT  is  the cutting unit number. The  relationship  between 
a stand and a cutting  unit is  many- to-many conditional (Mc:Mc).  The relationship  is  cap  
tured in the model by  a relationship  table, STAND_IN_CUTTING_UNIT,  in which  the 
attribute cutting unit number refers  to a  cutting unit. In addition, a  key  for a  stand and  the 
percentage  of a  stand that belongs  to that specific  cutting  unit  are stored. 
The  relationship  between  a storage point and a cutting  unit point  is one-to-many condi  
tional. The relationship  is  reflected in the model by a  foreign key  for  a  storage point in  the 
CUTTING_UNIT  table. The primary  key  of  STORAGE  is  storage  point  number. The coor  
dinates of a  storage point  are  imported  from a GIS coverage. 
In this study  it is assumed that every  cutting  unit can be sold only  to  one forest  company. 
The underlying  relationship  (one-to-one conditional) gives  rise  to  an incident object,  
SALE.  The primary  key  of  a  SALE is  sale  number. The SALE has  a  foreign  key  for cutting  
unit.  
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4.  The  interface  for  MELA  
MELA contains a general  forest simulator based  on individual trees  (Siitonen  1983). The 
input  data are  read  from a  file  which contains 31 stand  variables for  each  stand and 10 tree  
variables for every  description  tree.  Because there are normally only  1-9 description  trees 
per stand,  a  "tree group"  which represents a  description  tree  has  to be generated  to create  a 
more  realistic  forest.  Because  interactive SQL  does not  provide  tools for  1) loops  (e.g.  find 
all  the trees  for  a  given stand  and return to read next  stand) or  2) procedural  statements  (e.g.  
different functions for  different tree  species),  the Embedded SQL  had to  be used. Pro*FOR  
TRAN  programs  were used to link  together  SQL  constructs  (used to retrieve data from 
database)  and FORTRAN  modules (used  to generate tree  groups).  
The MELA simulator is  then used to update  the stand data  and the updated  "view" can be 
imported  to  the database. 
The data exchange  between two  systems  usually  includes some code  conversions. The code 
conversions should be automated using  the RDBMS data  dictionary  whenever possible.  In 
this case,  however, conversions were based on complex many-to-many relationships  and 
FORTRAN  statements  had to be used. In the future,  the knowledge  based extensions to 
RDBMS could be used in the code conversions. 
5. The calculator  
The aim of the design  of  the "calculator" was  to test the power of  interactive  SQL  as a  deci  
sion  support tool. This prototype does not  contain optimization  routines,  it attempts  to imi  
tate  the manual planning  process.  In timber sale planning,  a  user  might want  1) to print  out 
the current  state (e.g.  land-use,  treatment  proposal)  of  a  given stand to  determine if it should 
be cut  this year, or  2)  to list  the total  volume of chosen  cutting  units for the forest company 
before sale. 
In this study,  SQL  macros  were  designed  to  produce  inventory  reports  for stands and sum  
mary views  of  cutting units for  the timber sale. (A  view is  only  a  virtual table that does not 
exist  but  looks to  the user as  if it  did.  For  example,  the view acts as  a  kind  of  window 
through  which the forest company can see  only  the total volume of timber at a  storage point  
-  derived from standwise inventory  data.) 
SQL*PLus  commands and relational joins  were  used 1) to  calculate the total volume of a 
given  stand, 2)  to  insert a  given  stand into  a  cutting-unit,  3) to  define the storage point  where 
the timber shoud be extracted,  and 4)  to  calculate the statistics  of a  given  cutting  unit (i.e.  
the up-to-date  total volume) for timber sale. The stand volume was  calculated by  summing  
up the products  of the tree  volume, the number of trees  represented  by  a  tree  and the area 
of a stand. The tree  volume was calculated as  a function of diameter and height.  For  the 
cutting-unit  volume the stand  volume was  updated  to  the current  date  by  using  standwise 
percent growth  model. 
The limitations of SQL forced  to  make simplifications  in  resource  models. Conditional 
statements  would be required  to apply different volume functions for different tree  species.  
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Because  the interactive  SQL  does not  contain procedural  capabilities,  conditional state  
ments  could not  been  used and only  one common volume function for each species  was  
used. 
The  unstandardized inventory  data caused problems.  For  example,  either basal area or 
number of  trees  represented  per  each  description  tree  is  recorded in the field.  In  the calcu  
lation process  a  conditional statement  would be  required  to determine whether the formula 
based on basal area or  number of trees  could be used. 
There  were also some problems  due to the restrictions  for "built-in functions". The func  
tions  SUM  and  AVG accept  only  scalar  arguments  and  nested function references  cannot  
be used inside a call. Therefore, the grouping  of trees  within a stand was  done using  so 
called grouping  functions,  such  as  GROUP  BY.  This function,  however,  requires  that all  the 
fetched  columns are  within "group"  .  For  example,  if the total  volume of a  stand  is  calcu  
lated by  grouping  according  a stand, an individual stand variable is  not  within "group".  
6.  Discussion  
In this  study, a  research  forest database, an interface for MELA forest simulator,  and  a few  
template  queries  for the decision support in timber sale planning  were developed.  In the  
evaluation process,  some knowledge  for  the design  of  new  inventory,  for  the  design  of  cor  
porate databases, and for the integration  of  subsystems  were  collected. 
The created database will serve  as  a subsystem  in the FFRI research  forest database and 
planning  system.  In the future the database will be integrated with the corporate experiment  
register.  At the moment the relationships  between experiments  and inventory  stands are 
captured  in  a  relationship  table. This simplification  requires  that the  subsystems  are  updated  
simultaneously  whenever changes  in the inventory  stands or  experiments  occur. If  the rela  
tionship  was  captured  as  two  separate GIS  coverages, the subsystems  could be  used  inde  
pendently.  
This prototype  could be easily  transferred to  any  organization  which has an RDBMS and 
an existing  inventory  database. For  example,  those forestry  units who sell timber as  co  
operative  units could  produce  a common "sale view" by combining  the individual annual 
cutting  unit views.  The common "sale view" could then be  used to  assist  in  chaining  the 
cutting  units along  the same route  to get the forest companies  to  raise unit price  for timber. 
The queries,  here referred to as  a "calculator",  are  only  templates  which an end-user can 
tailor for his/her own purposes and link  with the commercial software package  (e.g.  
INGRES or ORACLE)  available. To increase the  applicability  of the system,  the input 
forms  should be modified to  include error  checking.  The on-line help  based on the data dic  
tionary  should  be developed.  In the current system,  the location of  stands  and storage points  
are  given as  coordinates and  the user  enters  the associative  objects  i.e. relationship  tables 
(e.g.  stands in cutting  unit) explicitly.  This is a  simplification  which is  both tedious and 
unrealistic. It should be possible  to mark the location of  storage point  on the map or delin  
eate  cutting  units ignoring the stand boundaries. 
The  analysis  also suggests  that timber sale  planning  is  a  spatial  problem  and,  some spatial  
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operations  such as  AREA,  DISTANCE, ADJACENT, CONTAINS, ENCLOSED BY,  
INTERSECT are  required.  For  example,  in timber sale planning  it is  necessary  to  analyze  
site-specific  information to evaluate the short- and long-term  impacts  of treatments  on vis  
ual and recreational use  and wildlife habitat (Bobbe 1987;  Reisinger  et al. 1990).  For  simple  
spatial  operations  Herring  (1988)  and Goh (1989)  have developed  spatial extensions to the 
SQL.  
Most  forestry  organizations  have an  existing  mapping  system  or  a  GIS.  The integration  of  
an RDBMS  and a GIS via  an operational  interface such as ARC/INFO RDBI  would provide  
users  with two  fully equipped  toolboxes  that work  on real corporate databases. The tabular 
toolbox would provide  input  forms and report generators for  the advanced decision  support 
systems  and  the spatial  toolbox could be used e.g. to  improve  resource  inventories,  to ana  
lyze  the complex  spatial  relationships,  and to  illustrate results  of planning  process  on the 
map. 
In conclusion,  the evaluation indicates  that the RDBMS-tehnology  supports  end-users by  
providing  an  easy-to-use  toolbox (interactive  SQL)  to  utilize existing  databases. However, 
some modeling  operations  can be implemented  only using  Embedded SQL.  In addition,  an 
operational  interface between subsystems  such as  an RDBMS and a  GIS would increase the 
applicability  of  the system.  
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Abstract  
1 
A flexible  model  for stochastic  optimization  is  developed  that can be  used with forest  stand 
simulation models. Stochasticity  is  represented  by  a  large  set  of  scenarios,  each of  which is  
an  outcome  of  stochastic  processes.  The  optimization  model is defined in control variable 
space  and  it includes the timing,  intensity  and  type of  thinning,  and rotation  length  for  an 
even-aged  stand.  The objective  function is  nondifferentiable and  the optimum  solution is  
found using  the direct search  method of  Hooke and  Jeeves. 
The stand growth  simulator consists  of  single-tree  growth and mortality models,  and mod  
els  for tree  stumpage value and logging  costs. The model structure  would also allow for sil  
vicultural treatments, provided  that satisfactory  models exist  for them. The stochastic 
environment is  described by  yearly growth  rate  leves,  growth  rate  trend,  and the probability  
of a catastrophe,  such  as  wild fire  or  windthrow. 
Numerical results  in the case  of  a  risk  neutral decision maker show that the optimum  rota  
tion is  shortened with an increasing  probability  of a catastrophe.  Further,  an increasing  
growth  rate  variation has  mixed and weak effects  that depend,  in particular, on the tree  mor  
tality  model. Conversely,  increasing  risk  taking  shortens the optimum  rotation,  given  the 
model set  used. 
Stochasticity  affects  the objective  function value in the following  way  (a  risk  neutral case):  
an increasing  risk  of a  catastrophe  reduces  the expected  present  net  value whereas increas  
ing  growth  variation slightly  increases the expected  present  net  value. 
About 100 scenarios were  required  to  get  a  satisfactory  representation  of the stochastic  phe  
nomena. Because of local optima,  the  optimization  had to be replicated  a few times to 
ensure  a global  optimum  solution. When available,  the algorithm  can  efficiently  utilize par  
allel processing.  
1. To appear in: Proceedings  of  The 1991 Symposium  on Systems  Analysis  in Forest 
Resources.  March 3-7,  1991, Charleston, South Carolina, USA. Society  of  Ameri  
can Foresters.  
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Abstract  
An expert  system  has been built at the Finnish Forest  Research  Institute to improve  the pos  
sibilities of  forest managers to  diagnose  common biotic damages  on Scots pine.  This rule  
based system  was  implemented  by  using  the development  tool  Personal Consultant Plus. 
This presentation  describes the knowledge  presentation  of the diagnostic  task.  The main 
principles  of  constructing  deductive rules  required  to  recognize  the damaging  agents are  
discussed. The structure  and functioning  of the system  are  presented  shortly  too.  
1. Introduction  
Consultative expert systems offer a new way  of solving  diagnostic problems  in the area  of 
forest pest  management. They  can be built to  mimic human experts  and also to  serve  as  a 
source  of knowledge  typically  described in books. Several  expert  systems  have been built 
for diagnosis  and management of pests  in agriculture  but  only  a  few are  in operation  in for  
estry  (e.g. Schmoldt & Martin, 1986; Clark &  Davis  1989; Rauscher & Hacker,  1989; 
Schmoldt,  1989;  Saarenmaa,  1990).  At the Finnish Forest  Research  Institute,  we have built 
an expert  system  to improve  the possibilities  of  forest managers to  diagnose  common biotic 
damages.  The  product, called "Pest  manager",  has been built to consult in the diagnosis  of 
insect and fungal  damage  on Scots  pine  (Pinus  sylvestris). The  current  version of the 
approach  includes 28 insect  species  or groups, 6 other animals  and 12 pathogens.  
The system  has been built by  using  the expert  system  shell  Personal Consultant Plus. It is 
a tool for building  rule-based expert  system  applications  on personal  computers. PC  Plus  
has been transformed from  medical expert  system  Mycin  (Buchanan  & Shortliffe,  1984)  for 
common use.  Mycin was  constructed specially  for diagnostic  problem solving,  which is the  
main reason  why  PC  Plus was  chosen  for the implementation  of  this work.  
The term "rule-based" means  that the knowledge  is  represented  as  sets  of rules which are  
expressed  as  IF-THEN statements, an example  below. During  the problem  solving  the IF  
portions  (antecedents)  of  the  rules  are  compared  with the facts given  by  the user.  When they  
match,  the rules fire and the actions  or conclusions specified  by  the THEN portions  are  per  
formed. 
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Fig.  1.  A simplified  overview of the data structures in Personal Consultant Plus.  
RULEO36 
If 1) tree species is SCOTS PINE, and  
2) damaged part of tree is  CROWN,  
Then it is definite (100%) that potential  damaging agent 
is DIPRIONINAE
.
 
This paper is  concentrated in the knowledge  representation  of  the diagnostic  task.  Our  pur  
pose  is  to  describe  the principles  of  constructing  deductive rules to recognize  the damaging 
agents. The structure  and functioning  of the system  will be discussed too. 
2.  Development  tool 
In Personal  Consultant Plus parameters,  variables, rules, metarules, certainty  factors and 
frames  have the main role in knowledge  representation  (Fig.  1). Rules are  constructed  by  
using parameters and variables. Parameters can get numeric or  textvalues,  also graphical  
pictures  can  be  assigned  to  them. Metarules are  used to  control basic  rules  during  the rea  
soning.  Certainty  factors  are  a  mechanism for  handling  uncertain knowledge.  Frames  can 
be used to segmentate the knowledge  base  (Personal  Consultant  Plus 1988).  
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Table 1.  Verbal explanations  for the numerical values of  certainty  factors.  
2.1  Certainty  factors 
Uncertain or  incomplete  information can be  processed  by  using  certainty  factors  (CF).  A 
certainty  factor  can  be assigned  to  a  value of  a  parameter, when the developer  or the end 
user  of  the system  can not be  definite about the value. A CF can  get  numerical values 
between  -100  % and 100 %,  and verbal explanation  can be given  to all the values (Table  1). 
When diagnosing  damaging  agents on a tree, certainty  factors  can be used to accumulate 
evidence from many rules  pointing  to  a  certain agent. Called the theory  of  evidence the 
principles  of combining  CFs  have been  rigorously  defined by  Shafer (1976).  Some of the 
principles  are  illustrated in Figure  2. 
Fig.  2.  Combining  of  positive  (A)  and negative  (B) certainty  factors.  
Certainty  factor (%)  Translation 
100 it is  definite that
...
 
80... 100 there is  strongly  suggestive  evidence that ...  
50.. 80 there is  suggestive  evidence that ...  
0... 50 there is  weakly  suggestive  evidence that ...  
0 no  evidence 
-50... 0 there  is  weakly  suggestive  evidence that
...
 is  not
...
 
-80... -50 there  is  suggestive  evidence that
...
 is  not
...
 
-100... -80 there  is  strongly  suggestive  evidence that ...  is  not ...  
-100 it  is  definite that
...
 is  not
...
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2.2  Recognition  rules 
Knowledge  about the damaging  agents  has  been modified into  deductive rules,  which are  
called as  recognition  rules  in this paper. They  are grouped  into three categories:  (1)  rules of 
potential  agents, (2)  description  rules of symptoms and damage,  and (3)  description  rules 
of certain insect  species.  In the following  chapter  the main principles  of  rule construction 
are discussed. All  the rules of genus Tomicus and species  T. piniperda  (Linnaeus)  and one 
rule of species  Neodiprion  sertifer (Geoffroy)are  provided  as  examples  of  the implementa  
tion  of  the principles.  
3.  Rule  structure  
3.1 Potential agents 
In this approach  the first  goal  in solving  every  diagnostic  problem  is  to  find out the potential  
damaging  agents.  Conclusions about the potential  agents can  be drawn from the informa  
tion about the environmental factors and  the damaged  tree. The end user  must give  this 
information as  initial data in the beginning  of  each consultation session. Questions  are  
made about the geographical  location,  observation month,  habitat, height  of  the tree, and 
damaged  part  of  the tree.  Tree species  is  not  asked  because  it  is  supposed  to  be  Scots  pine.  
In  the rules  this  information is  described with statements  consisting  of  a  parameter and  its  
value. 
The main purpose of potential  agent  -rules is  to  restrict the number of  possible  species  in 
the next  stage of  problem  solving.  Thus it is  not  necessary  to  define such  parameters  in 
rules,  which are  not  restrictive.  For  example,  if a  species  lives  all over  the country,  it  is not  
necessary  to  write  anything  about the geographical  location into the rule. However  one 
parameter is  obligatory  in every  rule  of  this type. The damaged  part of the tree  must  be writ  
ten  into every  rule because  the value of  the  parameter is  needed in control the reasoning  
later. An example  of  this type of  rules is  given  below (rule  075).  
RULEO7S 
If 1) tree  species  is SCOTS_PINE,  and 
2) 1)1) height of the tree is greater than or 
equal  to 1, and  
2) damaged part of the tree is  CROWN, or 
2) 1) height  of the tree is greater than or  equal  to 3,  
and 
2) damaged part of the tree is  TRUNK/BRANCHES,  
Then it is definite (100%) that potential damaging agent 
is  TOMICUS SPP. 
3.2 Descriptions  of  symptoms  and damage  
When all the potential  damaging  agents have  been discovered,  the processing  of the  
description  rules  of  symptoms  and damage  begins.  The potential  agents will be handled as  
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hypothesis  of  actual  damaging  agents  affecting  the tree.  The hypothesis  will  be  confirmed 
or  rejected  according  to  the information of symptoms  or damage  observed on  the tree. 
In this approach  the  tree  was  divided to  subparts,  which is  natural way  to  classify  symptoms 
and damage,  because  damaging  agents are  usually  specified  to live in certain parts  of the 
tree (e.g.  Saalas,  1949;  Graham 1963;  Coulson & Witter, 1984).  The main parts  of tree  are 
crown,  trunk and branches, and roots.  Crown is  divided into three subparts:  buds,  shoots 
and needles. Because it is  not  always  possible  to  specify  the damage  to these three parts  of 
the crown,  three common types of  damage  of the crown  are offered as  alternatives:  crown 
partly  dead, growth  disturbance and needle loss.  Trunk/branches are  divided to  three sub  
parts:  bark,  phloem  and wood. When symptoms  and damage  was  modelled into  the rules, 
the  basic  principle  was  that in one rule describes only  one or  two damages  of  a  certain  part  
of the tree. 
After  construction of antecedents of a  rule, an appropriate  certainty  factor was  assigned  to 
the  conclusion. The value of a certainty factor is  based on developer's  deliberation and 
experts  opinions.  When many rules are  fired for one damaging  agent, certainty  factors  are 
combined automatically.  
Rules 258,  076 and 184 have been  written to  describe the typical  damage  caused by  Tomi  
cus spp. 
RULE2SB 
If 1) potential damaging agent is TOMICUS_SPP ., and 
2) height of the tree is greater than 3, and 
3) symptom/damage  in  the crown  is CROWN_PARTLY_DEAD,  and 
4) location of the damage inside the  crown is UPPER_PART,  
Then there is weakly suggestive  evidence (25%) that damaging  
agent is TOMICUS_SPP ..  
RULEO7 6 
If 1) potential  damaging  agent is TOMICUS_SPP ., and  
2) 1)1) symptom/damage  in  the shoots  is HOLLOW, and 
2) special feature is  not the gallery inside 
the shoot full  of sawdust,  or 
2) 1) symptom/damage  in the shoots is  CUT, and 
2) special feature is  some shoots have fallen 
to the ground, 
Then it is  definite (100%) that damaging agent 
is TOMICUS_SPP ..  
RULEIB4 
If 1) potential damaging agent is TOMICUS_SPP ., and  
2) symptom/damage  on the bark-is  SAWDUST, and 
3) 1) observation month is 4, or 
2) observation month is 5, or 
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3) observation month is 6, and  
4) type of the sawdust is FLOURY,  and 
5) colour of the sawdust is MOTTLED, 
Then  it is definite (100%) that damaging agent 
is TOMICUS SPP
.
 
.
 
The damage  described in the rules  above  can  be  caused  by  T. piniperda  or T.  minor (Hartig),  
but  it is  too difficult to  distinguish  between the species  in those cases.  The difference 
between the species  is  clear when it  is  possible  to  look at  egg  galleries.  The  most  common 
gallery  types  are  shown to  the user  as  a  graphic  picture  and  the user can  select  the  gallery, 
which resembles the observed  one  (Fig.  3). The  user  can  assign  certainty  factor lower than 
100 %  to the answer,  if s/he can not  be sure about the type of the gallery.  In the case  illus  
trated in Figure  3  the user  has  chosen egg-galleries  1,  3  and  7  with different certainty  fac  
tors. 
Fig.  3.  Example  of  using  graphics  in Pest  Manager.  
For T. piniperda  two  rules have been written about egg galleries.  Even if the observed gal  
leries resemble type one,  it is not  possible  to  conclude for  certain that the species  is  T. 
piniperda,  as  there are  some  other species  constructing  similar galleries.  Thus the certainty  
factor in  the rule  181 is  80 %. When one has observed that the egg gallery  is  located under 
thick bark and the mother gallery  is  pitchy,  the rule 182 matches and the certainty  factor 
increases to 100 %.  
RULEIBI 
If 1) potential damaging  agent is TOMICUS_SPP ., and  
2) symptom/damage  under the bark is  MARKS_OF_EATING,  and  
3) sy?ntij?ljet is EGG-GALLERIES, and  
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4) type of the egg-gallery  is 3, 
Then there is  strongly suggestive  evidence (80%) that 
damaging agent is TOMICUS_PINIPERDA.  
RULEIB2 
If 1) potential damaging agent is TOMICUS_SPP ., and  
2) symptom/damage  under the bark is  MARKS_OF_EATING,  and 
3) mark of eating  is EGG-GALLERIES, and 
4) type of the egg-gallery is 3, and 
5) thickness of the bark is THICK, and  
6) special  feature is mother gallery of type-1 
egg gallery is pitchy,  
Then it is  definite (100%) that damaging agent 
is TOMICUS PINIPERDA. 
3.3 Insect  recognition  
The purpose of the third type of rules is  to identify  the insect species  found on the tree.  
Because it is  possible  to find  a large  number of pests  and many other species  on a tree, it 
doesn't make sense  to try to write  rules for  every  pest.  Rules have been  written for a  few  
species  to make the set of damage  description  rules more complete.  For  example  when it is 
not  possible  to  make definite conclusions about Diprioninae  species,  it can be useful to ask  
about the signs  of larvae. For  example  in the rule 043 is  described the signs  of  Neodiprion  
sertifer  larvae. 
RULEO43 
If 1) it is suspected that damaging agent 
is NEODIPRION SERTIFER, and  
2) insects observed, and 
3) type of insects is LARVA, and  
4) lenght is less than or equal  to 26, and 
5) 1) colour is GREENISH, or 
2) colour is YELLOWISH, and  
6) special feature is  head is black  and  
there are light and dark stribes on the body, 
Then it is definite (100%) that damaging agent 
is NEODIPRION SERTIFER. 
4.  Frame structure  and functioning  
All the rules  have  been stored in frames,  which have been arranged  in a  hierachical order 
(Fig.  4).  There is  total  number of 250 rules in  Pest  Manager  (version  1.0,  1991).  This kind 
of modular structure  makes  it  possible  to  control  the problem  solving  in  a  way  that resem  
bles the thought  process  of a human expert. 
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Fig.  4.  The frame structure of  the  Pest  Manager  and the main steps (1  
5)  of a consultation session. 
A consultation session  can be divided to  five main steps  as  numbered in  the Figure  4. Con  
sultation begins  from the control frame, which controls the whole consultation from the 
beginning  to the end. In step  (1)  the user  can get general  information about  the Pest  Man  
ager. If information frame is  activated,  the user  can check  the list  of damaging  agents,  or  
gets information about the general  functioning  of the system, or  is  given  advice how to 
make observations in the field. Diagnosis  frame controls the diagnosis  in step (2).  In the 
next  step (3)  the potential  damaging  agents frame is  activated and the initial data concern  
ing  site factors and tree characteristics are  asked. When potential  damaging  agents have 
become discovered, step  (4)  begins.  All  the necessary  frames under the observations frame 
are  activated and the questioning  of  observations  proceeds  dynamically.  At the end of step 
(4),  the user is  given  the damaging  agents  the PM has identified with their respective  cer  
tainty  factors.  If  no  agent has  been identified,  then the list  of potential  damaging  agents  is  
printed.  In the last  step (5)  user  can activate importance  frame and  short text files  about the 
importance  of  the identified agents are shown to the user.  Consultation ends in the control 
frame. 
Two main strategies  have  been used  to control the functioning.  In the  first instance  
metarules are used to give  certain utility values to  the recognition  rules. All  the rules in one 
frame are  given  an utility value which differs from other frames,  for example  metarule 003  
is  used to  assign  utility value 70  to  the rules  in frame "shoots".  Due  to  utility values all the 
rules of one frame are processed  before  activating  next  frame,  otherwise the query would 
jump back  and forth from a frame to another. 
MRULEOO3 
If 1) damaged part of the tree  is CROWN, and  
2) put any OBJRULES which meets the condition: 
SHOOT SYMPTOMS/DAMAGES is mentioned in the 
rule into SHOOT-RULES, 
Then set the UTILITY of (VALUE-OF SHOOT-RULES) to be 70. 
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The second  main  control strategy  is  eliminating  the frames,  which are  not  relevant  in  prob  
lem solving.  All  recognition  rules  give  values to  the  same parameter;  "damaging  agent",  
and so  all  the frames could be activated without any  control mechanism. Depending  on the 
previous  answers  given  by  the user, frames not  relevant are  eliminated by  using  the function 
"dontconsiderframe". For  example  if needles have been  damaged,  only  frames "crown" 
and "needles" are  activated,  and other tree  part  frames are  not. 
5.  Discussion  
Rule-based reasoning  has  proved  to be useful way  to  solve  diagnostic problems  in  this  
work.  When an off-the-shelf development  tool is  used,  it is  possible  to built many small  
prototypes in a short time and concentrate  in the problem  solving  process  instead of pro  
gramming.  Rule language  in Personal Consultant  Plus  is  simple, thus  rule construction and  
modifying  is  easy.  The  capability  to  use  certainty factors  has been proved  to  be a  convenient 
mechanism to  handle uncertain knowledge.  When it is  not  possible  to make definite con  
clusions,  the system  provides  more or less  probable  answers.  
According definitions (e.g. Harmon & King  1985;  Waterman 1986;  Luger & Stubblefield 
1989) real expert systems  are  programs, which are  able to solve problems  at least at the 
same  level as  human expert.  But when expert systems  and human experts  are  compared,  we  
have  to remember that techniques  to  model  human knowledge  are  still  poorly known.  Use  
of deduction rules is  restricted to problems  where it  is  possible  to find out if-then connec  
tions  between things.  Often the problem  solving  must be simplified before it can be  
described as  rules. In the diagnosis  of  biotic damaging  agents this problem  was  faced too.  
Human experts  do not  think exactly  with rules, when they are  examining  damaged  trees.  
They  make visual observations  and compare the situation to the personal  experiences.  If the 
problem  is  new  one,  they  can use  deep knowledge  and general  theories to find out  the solu  
tion  (e.g.  Luger  &  Stubblefield 1989). 
There is  no evidence how well the present  system  can solve  diagnostic  problems  in reality.  
At this time the system  has been delivered to experts  for evaluation. Field tests will be the 
next  step in developing  the system.  After getting  feedback from end users  the system  can 
be modified to practical  expert  system  product. The goal  of  the project  is  to  produce  a new 
medium for increasing  the knowledge  of damaging  agents (Saarenmaa  1987, 1989). Prob  
ably  it is  possible  to reach level of  human experts  in  diagnosis  of certain damaging  agents, 
but  the whole tree  dying  process  is  too  complicated  to  diagnose  with rule-based system.  
Too many rules are needed to  take into account  all  possible  variations occuring  in the 
nature. 
In this approach  symptoms  and damage have  been expressed  in rules with words and some 
graphical  pictures,  and sometimes it has been  rather difficult  to  find appropriate  expres  
sions. 
In many cases  one or  two authentic pictures  could compensate number of  rules.  They  could 
make the query  shorter and reduce the possibilities  to  misunderstanding.  Pictures  are also  
fascinating  to  look at. Technically  there are  no  problems  to  use  pictures  in this  kind  of sys  
tem. Also  multimedia and hypermedia  techniques  offer interesting  possibilities  for diag  
nostic  problem  solving.  
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Abstract  
Phases  of  operational  forest harvest  planning  are  connected with the backward  chaning  rea  
soning  and backtracking  mechanism of Prolog.  The main goals  which are  sustainable and 
increasing  supply  of  timber are  realized when  the age-class  distribution of the forest area  is 
even  and when poorly  productive  stands are  replaced  by  high-yield  stands. Planning  is  done 
in  an opportunistic  way. After choosing  a stand  for cutting,  the program selects  a proper 
combination of regeneration  methods  and estimates subsequent  plant damage.  
The  program is written in Turbo Prolog  on a microcomputer.  Separate  windows in the 
graphic  user  interface show the path  of  reasoning  and a map of  the forest area.  It was  con  
cluded that  alone the inference mechanisms of  Prolog  are  not  sufficient for model integra  
tion. 
1. Introduction 
The  present high  level of  forest production  in Finland is  by  and large  the result of  an effec  
tively  implemented  set  of  opportunistic  rules for  silviculture. A sustainable and increasing  
supply  of timber has been  the ultimate goal  of forestry.  The rules that implement  this have 
been written in the guidelines  of forestry  organizations.  In essence,  they  pursue a stable 
age-class  distribution and replace  poorly  productive stands by  higher-yield  stands. A sys  
tematic approach  to forest ameliaration has improved  the growing  conditions over  large 
areas. 
Although  modern planning  methods such  as  simulation and optimization  have  been  studied 
extensively,  actual decision-making  about silvicultural operations  is  still largely  opportun  
istic.  The connection to  long-term  planning  is  often vague because the varying  needs of the 
landowner and the fluctuations of timber prices  play major  roles in harvest decisions. This 
1. Finnish  Forest Research  Institute, Rovaniemi  Research  Station, Eteläranta  55,96300 Rovaniemi, 
Finland, kaila@roi.metla.fi 
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is  supposed  to  cause  inoptimality losses  (cf.  Lämäs et ai. 1991).  On  the other hand, the 
opportunistic  planner  uses  up-to-date  data,  which is  more  accurate  than the  predictions  and 
constants  used  by  long-term  planning  models which normally  have been  compiled  years  
before. 
There are  many approaches  by  which short-term  and  long-term  plans  can  be  combined. One 
approach  is  to  generate a  list  of  candidate stands with optimization  and then do more 
detailed operational  planning  among them (e.g.  Hokans  1984, Integrated...  1989,  Nuutinen 
1990,  Loh 1991)  Detailed planning  means  combining  harvest  units,  assessment of  environ  
mental effects,  and decisions about renewal methods. 
Merging  long-term  and short-term planning  is  possible  if  we  can  ensure  that they  share 
goals  and  constraints.  This is  possible  to  implement with logic  programming  (cf.  Stefik 
1981 a, b).  With  logic programming,  we backward-chain  in a  tree-like structure  (Fig  1) 
from a common high  level goal  to the end nodes that define the detailed actions. In one 
branch  are  the results  of  long-term  planning  and  in the other the executable actions  of  the 
short-term problem  solving.  The constraints that are set early  in the  search  are  in effect 
throughout  it,  but  may be systematically  revised  with the backtracking  mechanism of Pro  
log.  This process  is parallel  to hierarchical activity  models (Martin  1989). 
The objective  of this paper  is  to  explore  the integration  of  various  planning  phases  via goal  
driven reasoning.  We present  a dependency  network of subgoals  to  be satisfied in forest 
regeneration  and  we  implement  them in Prolog.  The current  system  is a  research  prototype 
and cannot be used as  a  serious management tool. Our  goal  is to  explore  the application  of 
some classical artificial intelligence  planning  methods to  forest management planning  and 
to discuss  the findings.  
2.  Methods 
2.1 Artificial intelligence  and planning  
Planning  involves formulating  a  set of  actions  to  achieve a  goal.  These actions  can be drawn 
up beforehand and  retrieved  from a database or  they  can be generated  during the planning  
process.  Rule-based reasoning,  in which the rules form a closed  search space, is  of the 
former kind. However, it is  a  special  case  and  not very  widely  applicable  for planning  prob  
lems. Most true  planning  systems,  such as  those of robotics,  do not  care  to generate the 
complete search  space. Instead they  have operators that expand  the search  from one node 
or action  to another and selectively  search  only  the relevant part  of it (Fikes  and Nilsson 
1971, Cohen and Feigenbaum 1982). 
Because of this generality,  planning  is still poorly  handled in the expert  systems  world. 
Most planning  systems  can,  however, be classified  under the wider definition of knowl  
edge-based  systems  (see e.g. Winston 1984). One can,  in fact,  plan quite well with a  rule  
based system  where the constraints for search  are stored. This is  generally  the case  with for  
est  management, which is  guided by  legislation. 
Rule-based planning  works  by  backward-chaining  from one  or  several  goals  to end nodes 
while constraints  are  propagated.  For instance,  when a  Prolog  goal  matches,  a  pointer  sets  
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Figure  1. The user  interface shows the rule network. This is the 
actual screen  of  the system on  a PC with a 640*200 pixel 
CGA.  Solid lines  represent  AND-type  and dotted lines OR  
type  dependencies.  
the values of  parameters so that these will be in effect while the rest  of the search  is done; 
in  this way  the rest  of the search  is  constrained. The constraints can also  be called interac  
tions  between subproblems  (e.g.  Stefik 1981  a, b).  
A planning  problem  is  best  solved by  dividing  it  into subproblems;  within forestry these  
subproblems  are  steps  in  decision making.  First,  the top-level goals  such as  the amount of 
timber are decided and then lower level goals such  as  where to  find  it and what actions to 
take  to  regenerate the stand are  addressed. This  approach  fits  within the definition of  oppor  
tunistic planning  (Hayes-Roth  1980), in  which small trial steps are  made constantly  and 
backtracking  is  heavily  involved.  Logic  programming  is  an appropriate  representation  of 
this process.  
2.2 Prolog  
Invented in France  in  1971 and polished to its present definition in Edinburgh  (Clocksin  and 
Mellish 1981),  Prolog  is  a  high-level AI language  for logic  programming.  It has a  built-in 
inference engine  that tries to prove clauses true  or  unknown. To prove a clause,  it searches 
for its  antecedents  and tries to  prove them in turn. The search is  over  when all  the end nodes, 
facts  with  no antecedents,  are  found. If the original  clause was  true, the next  one is  exe  
cuted, but  if it  failed,  then the inference engine  backtracks  to  where it last  branched. 
A Prolog  program can proceed  either down or  up and via multiple  paths,  which makes it 
very  peculiar  to  use  in the beginning.  It  can also  be used  inversely  by  asking  the program  
which conditions would realize  a given goal.  The inference engine  can be forced to inhibit 
backtracking  with  the "cut" code in the  program. However,  its  use  compromises  the pure  
declarative logic by  introducing  an imperative  programming  style.  
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Compiled  Prolog  is  efficient  even  in microcomputers  and  it  does not  use  as much memory 
the way  LISP  does. There are  numerous implementations  available  in the  marketplace.  We 
used  Turbo Prolog  because  of its  graphics  capabilities  and  good windowed user  inteface. 
Its  manual provides  a  good introduction to  Prolog  (Anon.  1986).  Turbo Prolog  requires  that 
variables be typed,  which makes  it non-standard but,  on  the other hand, very fast.  The 
source  code for the present program is  available  upon request from the first  author. 
3.  The  program 
A coarse  goal-driven  function model of the opportunistic  planning  in the Finnish forestry 
was  implemented  with Prolog.  The program has a  graphic  interface so that the planning  
process  can  be  visually  monitored all  the time (this  is  illustrated in  Fig 1 which should be 
referred to  while reading  this section).  When backward-chaining  from the goals,  colored 
question  marks  appear under the nodes showing  the current  reasoning  path.  When the 
search  returns,  the values found replace  the question  marks.  In  another window,  map of  the 
forest area  is  shown. A colored crosshair points  to  the current  stand. 
The  forest is described in a  Prolog database with the same  attributes that are used in  forestry  
practice.  There are  two relational tables: one  holding  the stand  data retrieved from an  oper  
ational stand database in a  mainframe computer, and another holding  the coordinates which 
have been retrived from a mapping  system.  The databases are  automatically  searched  by  
Prolog  for stands relevant to the the current  subgoal.  
The  ultimate goal  in the model is  to  have  a  desired amount  of  timber.  Cutting  is  possible  if 
we have a  forest area  where the age-class  distribution allows cutting  now without creating  
a  gap that would make cutting  impossible  at  some future time. The distribution is checked,  
shown graphically,  and classified  as  either stable (allowing  cutting)  or  unstable (suggesting  
resting).  This subgoal  approaches  the goals  of  long-term  planning.  In  the  present  system  we 
have not  developed  interpreting  long-term  plans  more deeply; they are  the subject  of  future 
work. 
If the age-class  distribution did  not  fail, the model starts to  search for a stand to be cut.  The 
stand must be mature, capable  of  being  regenerated,  and  its  cutting  must not  conflict with 
multiple-use  values (e.g., too  large  a clearcut area). When deciding  about maturity, the 
model considers the following:  
-  seed  trees  that have done their  job 
-  stands  with a  dominant tree species  inappropiate  for the site  
-  stands  too  sparse for the tree  species  on the site 
-  over-aged  stands on the site 
-  stands  that have no  faults but are  full-grown 
This priority list  is  used in practice  and  it approaches  sorting  by  value-growth  and by  the 
difference between actual and  potential  yield  on the site. From the subgoal  there is  an OR  
type relation to one  of  these  potential  mature  stands  for cutting.  By an OR-type  relation we  
mean that only one  antecedent needs  to succeed  for the goal  to succeed.  As  soon  as  one is 
found, it is  highlighted  in the forest map window. The name of the stand appears under the 
branch where it was  found in the inference window. The stand is  automatically  marked in 
the database  by  the Prolog  inference engine,  and the process  goes on  to  the regeneration  
branch.  
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The order  in  which decisions about regeneration  are  made is  not  definitely  closed. There 
are  two  possibilities:  either we first  decide the new tree  species,  or  alternatively  we decide 
the regeneration  method. If we opt  for  artificial regeneration,  the outcome  of these two  
alternative decision paths  is  the same; if natural regeneration  is  preferred, the resulting  
regeneration  chain might  be different. The present  model is  built so  that the tree  species  is 
decided first  (Fig  1), but  either option  is  possible  in principle.  Turbo Prolog  does  not  allow 
asserting  rules  in run-time and thus the user  cannot  be given  this decision;  however,  on a 
true  Prolog system  this rule can be asked  for. Asserting rules in run-time can be useful if an 
expert  user  has strong  opinions  and wants  to modify  the reasoning  paths.  
After the tree  species  is  selected,  the conditions for natural regeneration  are checked. If 
there is  seed  available for the new tree species  in the present  stand and the soil  will not  pro  
hibit the development  of young seedlings,  natural regeneration  is  selected. Should the  soil  
condition fail, a  site  preparation  method is  asked  for. Should the seed production  fail, the 
program backtracks  to select another tree  species.  
If natural regeneration  fails for the selected tree  species,  artificial regeneration  is  called for. 
Site preparation and either seeding  or  planting  to a minimum density are  chosen. Artificial 
regeneration  never  fails. (Except  in  the case  of poor work, which is  ignored  here. See dis  
cussion.) 
Subsequent  damage by a variety  of  factors  can,  of course,  thwart the results  of  all  regener  
ation efforts. To assess  the probabilities of these events,  models can be embedded in the sys  
tem or  called as  from outside. At present we  have  not included these.  
Fig  1 shows  clearcut size  as an example  of  multiple-use  values.  It is  related  to  the particular  
stand that is  being evaluated as  a  subject  for cutting.  However, because multiple-use  values  
do not  conform to the ultimate goal of  timber harvesting,  they  should form another parallel  
reasoning  path.  Both timber values  and multiple-use  values can then be connected at a 
higher  level of  forest utilization. 
4. Discussion  
The research  that led to  this model started from  the need to have  a general  framework for 
models that predict  damage  to plantations  by  forest pests. Such models  include mathemat  
ical functions for  the different mortality  agents  (Näslund 1985) and models of moose 
behavior and resource  utilization (Saarenmaa  et ai. 1986,  Saarenmaa et ai. 1988). We  did 
not  want  a  stand-alone model that would have planned  damage avoidance correctly  while 
ignoring other measures  or  implementing  them incorrectly.  The present  model not  only  pro  
vides such a top-level  scheme but can also incorporate  other forest regeneration  models 
(see Fig  1). Such  a model is  "VILJO",  by  means  of  which a forester can  compare alternative 
permutations  of  forest regeneration  methods (Parvianen et al. 1985). 
As  yet,  the present  model integrates  different subgoals  only  on  the conceptual  level. We  do 
not  have separate optimization  models as  one branch for long-term planning.  The use  of 
age-class  distribution was  meant  to  point  out  this need  and provide  some long-term  stabil  
ity. The  present approach  is  to  interpret  long-term  plans  the same way  by  which middle 
management has its  own decision authority  within a corporate strategy.  The  actual mecha  
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nism when implemented  might  be  a  planning  algorithm providing  a  set  of  possible  actions 
that are close to  the optimum;  the forest manager using  the  short-term problem  solver 
would then select  a few  of these  to be executed. 
Both the short-term  and  long-term  branches  of  the system  integrate  many different kinds  of  
models. There are  submodels for selecting  a  stand for  cutting,  regenerating  it  and providing  
estimates  of  plant  damage.  The models can  be used as  external routines. However, logic  
programming  as  such  provides  a  possibility  of replacing  them entirely.  This might be  nec  
essary,  since  these models issue  the same problems  as  expert  systems  (Parviainen  et ai. 
1985,  Hämäläinen et  ai. 1985).  Some of  the regeneration  chains have already  been built into 
the present  model. 
We had to  structurize our  thinking  and distinguish  the processes  that 1) cause  mortality in 
the old  stand,  2)  produce  the new  one,  and 3)  cause  mortality in  the new stand. These cor  
respond  to  the subgoals  "mature",  "regeneration",  and  "damage",  respectively.  This led to 
such surprising  rules  as  "artificial  regeneration  never  fails". This  is  not  simplistic  at  all,  but  
only  a  way  to  re-organize  knowledge  so  that it can be made functional. Such a  re-organizing  
is  necessary if we want to  integrate  existing  models. 
The  present  model does not  incorporate  thinning.  However, there is no obstacle to including  
such a subgoal  in  the "mature" branch. With  that it  would include  most short-term forest 
management operations. Long-term  investments such as  fertilization and drainage  can be 
included in the branch which checks  for age-class  distribution and resource  stability.  
There  are  two  search spaces  in forestry:  management rule-bases and  forest databases. Vis  
ual display of reasoning  paths  in both of these  is  crucial for understanding  and decision 
making.  Consequently,  the  user  interface of  the present  system  accounts for more than 70% 
of the 24 Kbyte code. Although  the present system  is  very cheap  and efficient, the small 
resolution of microcomputer  screens  constitutes a serious limit for these  programs. How  
ever,  without a  good graphic  interface,  this type of model would be nearly useless. 
Model integration  appears to be a  valuable goal  for developers  of  computer-based  decision 
aids. A superb  example  in this direction has been provided  by Kourtz (1987).  He used  Pro  
log  to  tie together  a  number of FORTRAN  models  and to  provide  the reasoning  mecha  
nisms for fire management. The CHAMPS program (Raushcer 1988) integrates  various 
tools for stand-level  forest planning  with Prolog.  In agriculture,  some Prolog-based  inte  
grated  systems  have already  been  delivered (Stone  &  Toman 1988).  However,  large  Prolog  
systems  are  difficult  to  maintain,  and  for  this reason  most  projects  have dropped  it  lately  
(we  too)  in favor  of  object-oriented  approaches.  After all,  it  is  very simplistic  to base model 
integration  on an inference method only.  
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1. Introduction 
Decision making  in natural resource  management is  becoming  an increasing  difficult task  
that requires  the balancing  of  a  number of  environmental and socioeconomic concerns. The 
volume of information that must  be  analyzed  and the complexity  of the decision  making  
process  demands that computerized  systems  be developed  to  provide  decision support serv  
ices  (Loh et al. 1988).  An integrated  systems  approach  that couples  database management, 
geographic  information systems,  simulation models,  and expert  systems  is  needed (Loh  and  
Rykiel  1990).  We refer to such an approach  as  integrated  resource  management automation 
and describe a  demonstration system,  IRMA,  that has been developed  to  convey  the design 
concept of  integrated  systems.  
IRMA stands for  Integrated  Resource Management  Automation. It is  a  USDA Forest  Serv  
ice/Nicolet National Forest and Forest Pest Management  Technology  Development  
Project. The IRMA project supports  the Forest Pest  Management  Strategic Plan for  Forest  
Health by  integrating  pest  management considerations into project  level planning.  IRMA  
is  intended for resource  specialists  at the field level of  the Forest  Service.  It will make avail  
able to managers and resource  specialists  an integrated  user  interface between the field 
level project  planner  and corporate computer tools such as  GIS, Relational Databases,  and 
Expert  Systems (USDA  Forest  Service 1989). 
2.  Components  of  IRMA 
IRMA is  divided into five sub-systems:  the user interface system  (UIS),  the management 
information system  (MIS), the database management system  (DBMS), the geographic  
information system  (GIS),  and the connection management system  (CMS).  The  object  ori  
ented programming  paradigm  and artificial intelligence  techniques  have  been used to  inte  
grate these sub-systems  into  a uniform window environment with  a mouse-driven user  
interface. Such integration  provides  the concurrent  processing  and multitasking  capabilities  
needed for a  "full service"  information processing  system.  
IRMA functions by  allowing a team  of individuals at a  district  to combine in a  graphic  sys  
tem spatial  and tabular  information concerning  management directions for a  particular  geo  
graphic  area  where  implementation  of management practices  is  being  considered. Once  all 
relevant information has been entered, the  team  performing the analysis  can  examine  the 
consequences of alternative management activities in  this particular area. These proposed  
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actions are compared  with the management directions for  compliance.  Finally,  IRMA 
assists  the analysis  team  in evaluating  the pros  and cons of each alternative project  set. 
The IRMA system  integrates  spatial  and  tabular data along  with specific  management strat  
egies. All relevant information is  downloaded into a fact base in a personal  computer for 
integration. A rule base written in CLIPS (C Language  Production System)  takes input  
from the fact base  and fires  the rules  accordingly.  The results  generated  by  the rule  firing 
process  provide  the basis  for  supporting  management decisions.  
2.1 User  interface system  
The user  interface is designed  around Microsoft  Windows/386 and exploits  many  of its 
powerful  features. User  responses  are  input  by  clicking  a  mouse  to  select options  from pull  
down menus. Other systems  such as  expert  system  shells,  word processors  and  spread  
sheets can be easily  run  from the windows environment along  with the IRMA system. 
2.2  Management  information system 
This module is  the reservoir that holds  domain specific knowledge.  It  consists  of two  main 
parts.  The expert  system  base contains the inference engine  and the rule bases,  while the 
model base contains quantitative  knowledge  such  as  simulation models and evaluation 
functions.  System  modification can be made by  developers,  system  maintenance personnel,  
and users  whenever necessary.  
2.3  Database management  system 
This part of the system provides  domain independent  data from existing  sources  such as 
forest  inventory information in the Map Overlay  and Statistical System  (MOSS)  and  in the 
Vegetation Management  Information System  (VMIS).  
2.4  Geographic  Information System 
Basic  functions associated  with  standard GIS permit analysis  and display of the spatially  
referenced data as  well as  interaction with analytical  procedures  used in  many settings  of 
natural resource  management. These functions include  generating  maps, intersecting  data 
themes, creating  buffers,  zooming  in  on sub-areas of a  map and scrolling horizontally  and 
vertically  across  maps. 
2.5  Connection management  system  
This module manages the communication between computers by  using standard protocols,  
remote  logins  and file  transfers. However, the user  deals only  with a  graphics  workstation 
through  the UIS. The underlying  process  is  transparent to the user.  
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3.  System  Requirements  
3.1 Hardware 
IRMA is  designed  to  work  with the IBM  PC/386 and  compatibles.  An Intel 80387 math 
coprocessor  is  needed for advanced calculations. Your computer should have at least 4M of 
RAM (6M  if  intended to  upgrade to  UNIX  environment,)  one  1 ,2  M  floppy  drive and  a  hard 
disk  with at  least 70M of  free space. A  mouse  driver has  to  be  installed in your AUTOEX  
EC.BAT or  your CONFIG.SYS file. A color monitor with EGA (Enhanced  Graphic  
Adapter)  is  recommended for screen  display  and  a  printer/plotter  is  needed for  generating  
hard-copy  output.  Other  recommendations include tape  drives  for  backups  and  an  Ethernet  
card for communication. 
3.2 Software 
Microsoft Windows/386, XXCLIPS (a  modified version of CLIPS),  and a database man  
agement system  (currently R:BASE)  need to be installed before operating  IRMA. 
4.  System  Functions  
IRMA uses  the Microsoft Windows environment as the standard interface. Pull-down 
menus are used  to  make choosing  and understanding  commands easier. In addition, a  win  
dow environment is  used to  display  multiple items at the same time. Figure 1 illustrates the 
user interface with the initial IRMA screen.  
Figure  1. The user  interface with the initial screen  of IRMA. 
The functions provided  by  IRMA are grouped  into six  categories: File,  Select,  Generate, 
Rules,  Utilities,  and Preference. 
4.1 File  
The first item in the menu bar  is  File which includes the  following functions to perform 
activities at the  file level: 
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The New Session function  is  used to locate the database to  work  with when you start a  new 
session. 
The Open,  Save,  and  Save  As  functions are  used to  open and  save  a  session.  All  settings,  
layers,  and  scores  generated  can  be  saved  and  resumed. 
The Print preview  and Print functions are  used to  view the content  of the window,  rear  
range it on a page, and print  hard copies.  
The Copy  Screen function  is used to  copy  the  content  of  the window to  the system  clip  
board. You may then paste it to other applications  to  create  your  own report. 
The Export  function is  used to  export  a  file  in  MOSS  format. This  file  can  be  imported  back  
to MOSS  and  used  as a  data layer.  
The Exit  function is  used to  exit  the system.  The user  can still work  on other applications  
under the window environment after exit from IRMA.  
4.2 Select  
The second  item in the menu bar  is Select  which includes functions  to  display information 
in a tabular format as  well as  in a  graphic  format. You can select target areas  by entering  
display  criteria and/or by  overlapping  different map layers.  
The Map function is  used to  create and  display a map of your interest. Figure  2 shows an 
example  of the Map function. 
The List  Subjects  function is  used to  show  a  subject  listing of the  GIS  layers  currently  plot  
ted on the screen.  These are  the same subject  names  used in MOSS. 
Figure  2.  An example  of using  the Map  function to  display  a  map of  an  area.  
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The Quick  Query  function is  used to obtain minimal quick  information about  any  polygon,  
point,  or  line on the screen  (Figure  3). 
The Table function  is used to  display  a  table containing  the columns (attributes)  from the 
database (Figure  4).  The values in each column can  be summed up by  using  the Sum Col  
umns function in the system  menu. 
Figure  3.  An example  of  Quick  Query.  The polygon  of interest is  highlighted  and the  
information about the polygon  is  displayed  in a  separate  window. 
Figure  4. An example  of  a  table listing  four columns (DIST,  COMPART, STAND,  
ACRES)  in  the Veg  (Vegetation)  table. 
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The Report  function is  used to  display  a  set  of  programmed  queries.  The output  is  a  map 
showing  the candidate stands which  includes a  report listing  the FORPLAN  candidate 
stands,  their relevant  attributes (acres,  Mbf/acre, total Mbf, etc.), along  with the methods of 
harvest  selected for the current  period.  
The Previous Queries  function is  used  to  recall  a  query that the  user  has  saved  for later  use. 
The Do  Multi Themes function is  used to  add  layers  to  the  existing  map.  By  activating  this  
function,  any  new  map will be  plotted  as  a  layer  in addition to  the existing  map. 
The Zoom History  function is  used to display  the history  of  the zooming  activities.  The 
user  is  allowed to  select  a  part  of  the map and  zoom it  as  many times as  desired. The system  
will keep  track  of  the ten  most  recent  zooming  activities  to  be viewed by  the user  at  any  
time. 
4.3 Generate 
The third item in the menu bar is  Generate which includes functions to  create and  display  
intersections,  buffers,  differences,  and unions of  map layers.  Both raster and vector  formats  
are  available for generating  intersections  and buffers while raster  format is  currently  used 
in generating  differences and unions. 
The Intersect  function is  used to generate an intersection between two map layers.  The 
results  will be saved in a file  so that  they  can be displayed  anytime  without having  to  be 
regenerated.  
The Buffer function is  used  to  generate and display  a buffer for a  map layer. It is useful 
when the user  needs  to locate  the region  within a certain distance of  a  road, body  of  water, 
or  rare  plant.  
The Difference function is  used to generate and display the region  which is in the first 
(base)  map layer  but not  in  the second. 
The Union function  is  used to  unite and display  two sets  of  polygons  together.  
The Raster and Vector  functions are  processing  options  for the user to select The raster  
option  uses  grid  cells to  represent  data while the vector  option  uses  patterns  of points,  lines  
and  area  to  represent the data. 
4.4. Rules  
The fourth item in the menu bar  is Rules which contains  functions to  access  the rule base 
of the system.  The rule base takes  into consideration all  forest plan  standards and guide  
lines,  issues,  concerns,  opportunities  specified  from the public,  and special  management 
strategies  to aid in decision  making.  
The Evaluate function is  used to  initiate the rule base.  The system  will take  user  inputs  and 
automatically  load the stands currently  in your  working  area  to form the fact base. 
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The  Result function is used to  display  the output  from running  the  rulebase (Figure  5).  The 
score tables contain certainty  factors  of each management alternatives for the stands. The 
certainty  factors  range  from -1 to  +1  to  indicate the preference  of  each  alternative. The rea  
soning  tables contain the rules that have been fired during  the reasoning  process.  
Figure  5.  A sample  result of  the rulebase reasoning.  Scores  for each alternatives  
for the stands  are  displayed  along  with  the line  of  reasoning  table for  com  
parison  and references. 
4.5 Utilities  
The fifth menu item in the menu bar  is  Utilities which contains extra  capabilities  to  aid the 
user  in analysis.  
The Help  function is  used  to  access  the on-line help  capabilities  provided  by the system.  It 
gives  helpful  instructions  on the meaning  and use  of  a  specific  function. 
The Legend  function provides  the description of  the map including symbols  and colors. 
The Distance function is  used  to locate a  point,  draw a  line,  and/or draw a  polygon  any  
where on the map. The system  will show  the UTM  (Universal  Transverse Mercator)  coor  
dinates of  a  point  and  display  the distance and  area  of  a  line or a  polygon  interactively  
(Figure  6). 
The Layer  Area+Dist  function gives you  the area  and distance of a  layer.  The units used 
by  the function are  selected by  the user  in the Display  Unit function under Preference. It 
is  also  useful in locating the buffered and/or intersected areas.  
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4.6  Preference 
The sixth  item on the menu  bar  is  designed  to  serve different user  needs. You may use  these 
functions  to  set  display  unit,  arrange layout  order, set  line width,  and  select a  text  font.  The 
preferences  you set  will be used by  the system  throughout  the entire session. 
The Display  Unit  function gives  the user  the flexibility  to select units used for distance and 
area  display  (Figure  7). 
The Layer  Layout  function is  used to  rearrange multiple layers  on  the  screen.  The system  
will re-plot the map according  to  the order assigned.  
Figure  6.  An example  of  the Distance  function. The  UTM coordinates of the point, 
the distance and area  are  displayed  interactively  as the user  points  and 
draws on  the screen.  
Figure  7.  The dialog  box  which asks  the user  to select display  units  for  distance 
and  area. 
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The Line Width functions allow you  to select  the width of  the lines  for display.  Line 
Width 1 displays  lines  in one pixel  wide and  Line Width 2  displays  lines  in two  pixels 
wide. 
The Text Font function lets the user  to  select  the font used in printing  and table displaying.  
Conclusions  
Because IRMA is designed  in  the Microsoft  Windows environment,  in addition to  the func  
tions described above,  any  commercial software products  that runs  under the  same environ  
ment  are easily  accessed  by  the user. Word processing  software and Spreadsheet  packages  
can  all  run  parallel  with  IRMA. IRMA is  just  a  "window" which provides  an integrated  
view to  other software products  from the perspective  of a  project  planner.  
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Abstract  
The objective  of this study was  to assess  the potential  for  integrating  expert  systems  (ES) 
with current  problem  solving  techniques  in farm management -  especially,  in whole farm 
planning  including  agriculture  and forestry  as  well as  other sources  of income. First,  the 
decision-making  environment of  a  farm was  described, and the current  state  of  technologies  
used in supporting  farm manager's  decision-making  was  surveyed.  Researchers  call for 
integration of  expert  systems  and  conventional problem  solving  techniques  such  as  linear 
programming  (LP).  It  is  assumed  that integrated  knowledge-  based systems  would make 
existing  conventional applications  more accessible.  This assumption  was tested  by  devel  
oping  a prototype  of  an expert  system  that serves  as  a  front end to  a  LP-based whole  farm 
planning  method. Tests with the prototype indicate that this approach  has several advan  
tages compared  with  conventional methods. 
1. Introduction 
In Finland, farming  can be seen as a  combination of agriculture  and  forestry. An average 
farm consists  of 13 hectares  of  arable  land and 37 hectares of  timberland (Kettunen  1990). 
Throughout  agriculture  and forestry,  the drive  for more efficient production,  harvesting  and 
processing  has  become of major concern.  Problem solving  techniques,  such  as  modelling,  
simulation,  and optimization  have been used extensively  to help  scientists  and practitioners  
understand and control biological  systems.  
By  their nature, however, most of  these systems  are difficult to  define quantitatively.  Many  
of the models and simulations that have been developed  lack a user interface that  enables 
people  other than developer  to  use  them (Whittaker  & Thieme 1989).  For  example,  in linear 
programming, it is  not  uncommon that problems  have thousands of  constraints and activi  
ties. Matrix generator systems  have been  designed  to help  in this process.  However,  the 
amount of  manual labor involved is  still very  great and the formulation process is  subject  
to errors  which are  difficult to detect. 
This paper examines the potential  for integration  of expert  systems  and  conventional prob  
lem solving  techniques  to relieve the problems  faced with cuiTent  methods. First,  the deci  
sion-making  environment of  a  farm will be  described. Then,  the potential  for computer  
aided decision support in  farm environment  is  discussed.  As  a practical  example,  a  proto  
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type of an expert  system  that serves  as  a  front end to  a  LP-based whole farm  planning  
method will be developed  and evaluated. 
2.  The decision-making  environment  on  a  farm 
An accurate  definition of farm management can  be  found,  for  example,  in Kay's  (1986)  text  
book: "Farm management is  the decision-making  process  whereby  limited resources  are 
allocated to a number of production  alternatives to  organize and operate the business in 
such a way  as  to attain some  objectives."  This definition identifies most  of  the characteris  
tics  of  the management activities  found on farms. Farm management can be thought  of,  
then,  as being  a decision-making  process.  The decisions are  concerned with allocating  the 
limited resources  of land, labor, and capital  among alternative and competing  uses.  
Farm management is  becoming  an increasingly  complex  task.  Consider,  for example,  the 
development  of new technology  and the many changes  which have taken place  in tractors, 
machinery,  and other equipment.  Therefore,  farm management is  a  continual decision proc  
ess  because of the continual changes  taking  place  in  global  and national economy, and in 
an individual business.  As  new changes  come about, farm managers must be prepared  to  
identify  them and make the correct  decisions in  response. Without a timely and correct  
response, a  manager cannot  expect  to survive  in a  dynamic  economy.  
Weather,  insects,  diseases,  and government policies  are examples  of  factors which place the 
farm manager in a  position  of making  decisions in an environment of risk  and uncertainty.  
While there is  a  certain amount  of  risk  and uncertainty  in  every  business  endeavor,  the farm 
manager's  decision-making  environment contains more factors creating  risk  and uncer  
tainty  than most  types  of business.  The unpredictable  nature  of the farming  environment is  
difficult to control and assess.  This explains  why tradition, heuristics, and common sense 
have always  had such  a big  role  in farming  decisions (Gauthier  &  Kok 1989). 
3.  The  potential  for  computer-aided  decision  support  
According  to  Gauthier  and  Kok  (1989),  recent developments  in microelectronics and soft  
ware technology  have  the potential  to greatly increase the capabilities  and popularity  of 
computer-based  methods to address questions that rise  in everyday  farm management. 
Modern computer systems  are able to  monitor  and  regulate  a  wide variety  of farm events  
and  processes,  supervise  the majority  of  standard  farming  operations,  and  especially,  help  
farm executives  make  better decisions. At the strategic  level,  decision support systems  
(DSS)  can be useful in areas  such as machinery  selection and sizing,  planning  of  crop and 
timber rotations,  feeding  or  breeding  programs, scheduling  and design  of  land improve  
ment  work,  financial  planning,  marketing, and  so on. These tools could be  used,  for  exam  
ple,  to  help  determine which  crops  to  plant  and  where  to plant  them, what equipment  or  land 
to  purchase  and  when to  do this,  how much milk,  eggs  or  livestock  should be  produced  and 
when, whether diversification of  the enterprise  might  be profitable,  etc.  
In  farm management, many decision-making  processes  rely  substantially  on  heuristics  and 
on information that is  incomplete  or  which has certain level of  associated fuzziness or  
uncertainty.  The  ability  to use heuristics  has  traditionally  been a  characteristic of  human 
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intelligences,  although  computer programs that can represent and use heuristics are  becom  
ing  more common (Harmon  et al. 1988).  Adopting  computerized  DS S  s  constitutes an inter  
mediate step in the progress towards  the complete  automation of a control  process  by  
keeping  the final decision-making  authority in  the hands of the farm manager. According  
to Gauthier and Kok  (1989),  this transitional stage will be needed for as long  as  the knowl  
edge and procedures  involved in making a  decision are  not  sufficiendy  well understood and 
until the cognitive  structures and control regimes  used by intelligent  artifacts  become  much 
more sophisticated.  
As  mentioned in introduction,  the utilization of current  farm management problem  solving  
techniques  has  suffered from the complexity  of the applications.  A  number of  models  have 
been developed  within academic and research  organizations  that have not  been used to  their 
potential  because they  are  difficult to apply.  As  a  result,  several  scientists are  now integrat  
ing  knowledge-based  system  (KBS)  technology  with conventional problem  solving  tech  
niques  in order to increase the robustness and usability  of their systems  (e.g.  Binbasioglu  
& Jarke 1986, Pai-Chun et al. 1987,  Gauthier  &  Kok 1989, Childers 1990, and  Tucker 
1990). 
In all, agriculture  is  seen  as  an area  of  enormous  potential  for  applications  of  integrated  
knowledge-based  systems  and conventional technologies.  For example,  excellent data  
bases  are  available for  information ranging  from historical weather data to individual dairy 
cow  records.  Complex  simulations  have been developed  to  describe phenomena  ranging  
from plant  growth  to  economic systems.  Such investments are a  valuable asset  as  knowl  
edge  sources  for knowledge-based  decision making.  
4.  An example  of  an  expert  system  assisting  LP-formulation  
4.1  Background  
In Finland, most agricultural  products  have  been overproduced  since early  1970's (Ket  
tunen  1990). The Government has set  quotas,  which along  with blocked markets  make it 
difficult for farmers to maintain an adequate  level of income  with  current  production  lines. 
Most  farmers must  consider the possibilities  to  restructure  their production.  In  many cases,  
the problem  could be resolved just  by  changing  the emphasis  to  field crops other than those 
being  cultivated now,  or  by  putting  more  emphasis  on  forestry.  Thus,  the need for  whole 
farm planning  has become more and more obvious.  
In 1988, a linear-programming  based model for whole  farm planning  was  developed  at  the 
University  of  Joensuu, Finland (Hyttinen  1988).  The model was  named KOTKA  (= Eagle,  
an abbreviation of  Finnish words 'Koko tilan kalkyyli'  which stand for 'Whole farm calcu  
lation' in English).  The KOTKA  software runs  on IBM PC/AT and compatibles,  and  it  can 
be used on an individual farm to  determine the optimal  level of specialization  in  different 
production  alternatives. 
4.2 Problems with  the LP-based system  
Some  problems,  however,  have  arisen during the test use of the KOTKA model. The  bot  
tleneck has been the determination of all  the possible  production  alternatives relevant on a 
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farm in question.  It  has  proven  to  be  too  intricate and  time consuming.  There  is  a  wide vari  
ety  of  variables to  be  taken into account  in order  to  be capable  of  enlisting  all  the alterna  
tives.  The first  group of  these  variables refers  to the location of the farm, the second to the 
type of  soil,  the third to the farmer himself,  the fourth to  the external environment, and so 
on. 
In addition, it  has been difficult to set  the constraints to the LP-model. Although  a  certain 
crop may be able to be cultivated,  the maximum area  of it may be limited by  various types 
of restrictions. The availability of labor and  machinery  as well  as  other resources  may form 
limits to the production.  Basically,  these restrictions are easy to handle within the LP  
model,  but  the problem  is  that they  may  be  difficult to  recognize  when putting  data into  the 
model. Finding  out  all  the special  cases of  legislation,  restrictions,  quotas, subsidies,  and  so 
on takes  time and  tries  patience.  On an average farm, the size  of the  LP problem  can easily  
grow to a  1,000 by  500  matrix. Thus, human errors  are  not  uncommon.  
Another  difficult problem  area  refers  to the complexity  of the farm manager's  decision 
making.  Although  the  decision making  problem  in  question  is  basically  economic in  nature, 
the problem  includes much more  than just  economic aspects.  The manager's  background,  
attitudes,  education and social  pressures,  among other things,  seem to strongly  affect the 
final  decision  of  production  alternatives. Many  alternatives,  even  very profitable  ones,  may 
be out  of question  due to  these non-monetary variables. Furthermore,  farmers may have 
certain preferences,  and they  conduct the searching  process  so that only  the alternatives 
they  subjectively  prefer  will be considered as  relevant alternatives. So,  many reasonable 
alternatives  can  be out  of evaluation due to  this misleading  way  of  thinking.  Farmers,  like 
most  people  in general,  are  incrementalists: they  resist  big  changes.  
4.3 Proposed  solution: A front-end expert  system  
These problems  could be relieved integrating  an expert  system  with the KOTKA  model. As  
mentioned earlier,  it  is assumed this kind of integration can make existing  conventional 
applications  more accessible.  In this  study,  the assumption  was  tested by trying to solve a 
part  of  the problems  faced with the KOTKA  model by  building  a  prototype  of  an  expert  
system  to produce  alternatives and constraints to the LP model. The prototype system  rec  
ommends the potential  crop  alternatives and sets  acreage constraints for each crop. The 
expert  system  was  developed  for  IBM PC/ATs  or compatibles.  CLIPS  expert system  lan  
guage was  used  as  a  development  tool. The  details and  features  of  CLIPS are described in 
Giarratano &  Riley (1989).  An end user interface developed  by  Engel  etal. (1989)  was  used 
to make the software easy  to  use.  The basic  knowledge  and  procedures  required  to deter  
mine the production  alternatives and constraints were  acquired from text  books  on agricul  
tural economics (e.g.  Ryynänen  & Poikki 1984).  Moreover, some domain experts in 
Finland were interviewed. 
The following is  a  list  of  factors  that must  be taken into account  when determining  whether 
a crop could be cultivated. After each factor,  the  variables describing  the factor are  listed,  
and the explanation  how these variables are  handled in this prototype  expert  system:  
1. Climate 
*
 The sum of thermic (over +5 C) temperatures, the length  of growing  season,  
and precipitation.  
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-  In  current  version, the user  have  to give  these. It  would be  possible  to  build a  database of 
these data. In that case  the user needs to  give the  coordinates only.  
2.  Soil *  Quality  class  (includes  nutrient content, particle-size  distribution,  etc.). 
-  The area  in each quality  class  is  asked. 
3.  Risks  * Frost,  flood, plant  diseases,  weed, pests,  etc.  
-  In this prototype, only  frost and flood are  taken into account,  in a simple and primitive 
way.  Liability  to weed is  taken  into account  in  soil  quality  classes.  The  real  problem  is  with 
diseases  and  pests  because  they  do not  follow any rules,  they  just  come and  destroy  the crop 
when they decide to  do so. 
-  In  developing  this  system,  the problem  in handling  risks  was  how to find out  the certainty  
factors  or probabilities  for each  risk  situation. Finally,  the solution was  to  use  probabilities  
and  questions  like "In  how many years out  of  ten  ..." The  advantage  of  this  approach  is  that 
this  kind  of  questions  is much easier  to understand for a  farm manager compared  to ques  
tion like  "What is the probability  0f ..."  
-  The farm manager is  asked  to give  his  estimate of  the probability  of  freezing and flooding  
during the growing  season,  as  well as  the lowest level of probability  he accepts.  The prob  
abilities of receiving  normal yield under these  risk  situations can be derived from field 
experiments.  
4. Farmer 
*
 Knowledge  and skills,  the condition of  health (e.g.  the farmer may be allergic  
to  some crop).  
-  Not handled in this version.  
5. Social  environment 
*
 Attitudes,  trends and fads. 
-  Not handled in this  version.  On the other hand,  the use  of  this  ES prevents  some of  the 
negative  effects  of these factors  ->  no  alternatives are  left out  for  these questionable  rea  
sons. 
6.  Government policies  
*
 Legislation,  quotas and restrictions.  
-  Agreements  on restriction of  production  can be handled with this  system.  
In the prototype version, only  the most common crops  and their varieties are treated as  
alternatives. As a  result of  running  this expert  system,  the potential  crops will  be listed for 
each quality classes  of  arable land. Each of  these crop alternatives may have an upper and/ 
or  a  lower area  limit. In current  version,  the output information is  stored  into a file that has 
to be converted to an MPS  input file before  running  the linear programming  part  of the 
whole farm planning  system.  
5.  Evaluation  of  the approach  
When fully  developed,  this expert  system  would be of great help  in  using  the KOTKA 
whole farm planning  model. To be a complete  prephase  in running  the KOTKA  whole farm 
planning  model,  all  the  potential  production  alternatives in crop cultivation,  in animal  hus  
bandry,  in forestry,  and  in other  possible  sources  of  living  on  a  farm should be  included in 
this expert  system.  
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This approach  has several  advantages  compared  to  the situation in which the  potential  crops 
are searched  through tedious and time  consuming  thinking  process  one by  one.  By  using  
this  system,  it  would be  more  likely  that all  the  relevant -  and  only  the relevant -  crop alter  
natives are taken into account. Moreover, this  ES  speeds  up  the LP  process,  because all  the 
irrelevant alternatives are  left out.  Furthermore,  the probability  to  get irrelevant outcomes  
-  for the reason  that the user  has  forgot  to  pay  attention to  some significant  factor  -  and  along  
with it,  the need for reruns  of  the model decreases. 
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